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The use of conversational agents has increased across the world. From providing au-
tomated support for companies to being virtual psychologists they have moved from
an academic curiosity to an application with real world relevance. While many re-
searchers have focused on the content of the dialogue and synthetic speech to give the
agents a voice, more recently animating these characters has become a topic of interest.
An additional use for character animation technology is in the film and video game in-
dustry where having characters animated without needing to pay for expensive labour
would save tremendous costs.
When animating characters there are many aspects to consider, for example the way
they walk. However, to truly assist with communication automated animation needs to
duplicate the body language used when speaking. In particular conversational agents
are often only an animation of the upper parts of the body, so head motion is one of
the keys to a believable agent. While certain linguistic features are obvious, such as
nodding to indicate agreement, research has shown that head motion also aids under-
standing of speech. Additionally head motion often contains emotional cues, prosodic
information, and other paralinguistic information.
In this thesis we will present our research into synthesising head motion using only
recorded speech as input. During this research we collected a large dataset of head
motion synchronised with speech, examined evaluation methodology, and developed a
synthesis system.
Our dataset is one of the larger ones available. From it we present some statistics
about head motion in general. Including differences between read speech and story
telling speech, and differences between speakers. From this we are able to draw some
conclusions as to what type of source data will be the most interesting in head motion
research, and if speaker-dependent models are needed for synthesis.
i
In our examination of head motion evaluation methodology we introduce Forced Canon-
ical Correlation Analysis (FCCA). FCCA shows the difference between head motion
shaped noise and motion capture better than standard methods for objective evaluation
used in the literature. We have shown that for subjective testing it is best practice to
use a variation of MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA)
based testing, adapted for head motion. Through experimentation we have developed
guidelines for the implementation of the test, and the constraints on the length.
Finally we present a new system for head motion synthesis. We make use of sim-
ple templates of motion, automatically extracted from source data, that are warped to
suit the speech features. Our system uses clustering to pick the small motion units,
and a combined HMM and GMM based approach for determining the values of warp-
ing parameters at synthesis time. This results in highly natural looking motion that
outperforms other state of the art systems. Our system requires minimal human in-
tervention and produces believable motion. The key innovates were the new methods
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For millions of years, mankind lived just like the animals.
Then something happened which unleashed the power of our imagination.
We learned to talk and we learned to listen.
Stephen Hawking, 1993
Communication is the cornerstone of society. We not only communicate with each
other but with everything we encounter, from dogs to computers we are constantly
interacting and thus communicating with our environment. When discussing commu-
nication we mostly think of speech, but that is only one part of a multifaceted system.
A far older method is the use of body language, and we still use it today to ‘talk’,
especially if we cannot use speech. For instance we immediately know that a dog is
curious when it tilts its head to the side. While not a word was spoken, an exchange
of information took place. Non-verbal communication is an often neglected area of
research in the greater field of human computer interaction.
Since the beginning of modern computing it has been a goal to be able to communicate
with computers as naturally as talking to another human. The famous Turing test
is perhaps the best known expression of this desire. This test for intelligence will be
passed when a human is talking to two conversational agents and they cannot tell which
1
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agent is the computer and which is another human. While it is obvious that the content
of the dialogue is perhaps the most important aspect to this test, to truly have the same
level of interaction, a computer must also be able to listen, speech, and move. This last
aspect, body language, is the concern of this thesis. Though in this case we will limit
ourselves to animated models.
When we talk there are many types of movement; arm gestures, posture, lip move-
ment, and facial expression are all examples. What this thesis aims to present is a
method for animating the movement of the speaker’s head. Previously head motion
has been shown to be an important communication channel that increases intelligibil-
ity (Munhall et al., 2004). Furthermore, even during human to human communication,
the lack of natural visual queues, such as head motion during video-conferencing, sev-
erally reduces the perceived quality of communication (Suwita et al., 1997). This is
due to the fact that head motion provides semantic meaning, important conversational
clues, and expression (McClave, 2000). Examples of each would be shaking to in-
dicate disagreement, turning to face the next speaker, and vigorous motion to show
enthusiasm for the topic, respectively. Clearly heads are important.
While the first two types of motion above rely on higher-level cognitive processes, it
is possible that the last, the expression of the speaker, could be predicted directly from
other modalities of communication, for example the verbal parts of the speech. Apart
from expression there are other influences on head motion such as the movements of
the speaker’s articulators. Articulators are the parts of the body that are responsible for
speech production such as the lips, tongue, and jaw. Table 1.1 shows some additional
examples of categories of head motion during speech and what would cause them.
These are based on the findings by Hadar et al. (1983), McClave (2000), and Ishi
et al. (2013), renamed to emphasise the origin of the cause of the production. There
are of course other types of motion, for instance the head moves along with the body
when the speaker adjusts their seating position or when they are laughing. The rows in
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Table 1.1: Types of head motion as part of speech and their causes. Rows highlighted
are the focus of the thesis
Type Examples Cause
Semantic Nodding or shaking Direct desire to convey a particular meaning
without speech by substituting spoken words for gestures.
Dialogue Turning to face Used to facilitate conversation.
cues the next speaker
Back-channel Tilting Serves the same function as spoken
back-channel, mostly to indicate attention.
Cognitive Upwards tilt Used to indicate cognitive processes such as
during disfluency recall or problem solving
Emphatic Nodding while Movements used to emphasis the content
speaking of the speech.
Motor Centring the Needed for comfort or to allow movement of
head the articulators such as the jaw
Table 1.1 that are highlighted are the types of motion that this thesis focuses on trying
to synthesise.
The dependencies for gestures during speech has been studied previously. In the Wag-
ner et al. (2014) survey they show several models that have been proposed by other
authors, diagrammatically they are illustrated in Figure 1.1. In terms of this thesis the
closest model to the one that describes the dependencies we have assumed is the one
from de Ruiter (2000)). However, it still needs to be adapted to include some additional
dependencies based on the emotions of the speaker, and specifically with head motion
the dependencies between the articulators and the motor system need to be made more
explicit to explain the origins of the motion we are trying to synthesise.
The primary aim of this thesis is to present a method for mapping speech to natural,


































(d) Gesture production with additional dependencies
Figure 1.1: Different models of gesture and speech production; (a), (b), and (c) repro-
duced from (Wagner et al., 2014); (d) is proposed by this thesis to illustrate additional
dependencies shown in red.
expressive head motion and show the mapping’s validity and necessity, with the caveat
that this does not include semantic gestures. In addition we will present what aspects
of head motion need to be considered, what features of speech to use, how to evaluate
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the synthesised motion, and speaker and task dependence. An important consideration
is that the head motion must be synchronised with the speech, this goes to its believ-
ability. In Figure 1.1 what we are focusing on are the parts of the head motion that are
generated by the processes and influences indicated by the red boxes and arrows. This
is because they are reflected in the speech as well as the motion.
There are many applications for this research. Conversational agents are increasingly
being used for a range of applications from interaction with corporate websites to
virtual psychologists and currently embodying them (creating an avatar) is becoming
more popular. This is because a body increases the levels of engagement with the agent
(Cassell and Thorisson, 1999; Bickmore and Cassell, 2005). Additionally head motion
synthesis also has applications in both computer games and films. By giving a rough
draft as to how the head could move, the animation process becomes shorter. This is
especially important in the independent sector of those industries, where budgets for
animation are lower. In this case starting with something believable will improve the
quality of animations while keeping costs low.
At a higher level our approach to synthesis is to treat the head as a Three Degree-Of-
Freedom (3DOF) rigid object, with movement specified as rotations, this is a common
approach as will be shown in Chapter 2. We then break the movement into patterns
found in recordings of multiple speakers. Motion is then synthesised by estimating
parameters that describe these patterns. This is done using a data driven model. Where
this approach distinguishes itself from the existing body of research is in how the
patterns are determined, and the model’s structure.
As it is both common and intuitive we will be treating head motion synthesis as an opti-
misation problem that is probabilistic in nature. To model the probabilities involved we
will utilise a structure that is commonly used in speech technologies which is the Hid-
den Markov Model (HMM). Speech technologies include Automatic Speech Recog-
nition (ASR), speech synthesis, and speech to animation. Due to the HMM’s ability
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to take into account temporal and contextual information it is well suited to speech
technology. A more detailed description of HMMs is presented in Section 2.2.2.
There are many modifications to the basic structure of HMMs that have been proposed.
In this research we have made extensive use of a hierarchical model. One of the advan-
tages of using a hierarchical model is that each level can be examined individually for
speaker dependence and the level of that dependence. For example the patterns in the
data might be common to all speakers, but how often each pattern appears is individ-
ual. Another advantage of a hierarchical model is that allows for the flexibility in the
exact model used at each level, for instance in a particular layer a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) might be better suited than an HMM.
There are several problems with HMMs. The largest is that in their basic form they
are too flexible. By this we mean that any trajectory is possible. However in head
motion there are a limited amount of patterns that can be found in the data. In speech
synthesis this is tackled by using the first and second derivatives but this approach is
not well suited to head motion synthesis. The dependencies in head motion are much
longer than in speech synthesis as the head moves much slower than articulators. This
thesis presents an alternative method of using HMMs for higher level decisions and
not for synthesising trajectories frame-by-frame. Instead the details are taken from
existing patterns. One could view this as a combination of an HMM and unit selection
approach. However, true unit selection would require that there are natural boundaries
in head motion analogous to phonemes in speech. Unfortunately this is not the case.
For head motion there is no natural method for segmentation similar to phonemes for
speech. Instead we propose a rule based segmentation that will mean that there is
no need for detailed manual annotation. A fringe benefit of this approach is that the
amount of optimisations is reduced which will speed up processing time.
In addition to speaker dependence we also look at task dependence. Different tasks
include storytelling, reading, or dialogue. This thesis focuses on the first two which
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reduces the complexity of the problem by not including the effects of another speaker.
Collection of data for these tasks is also discussed as previously no appropriate large
dataset existed. We will present how we collected this new data in terms of hardware,
software, physical layout, and the method for eliciting speech from the participants.
While the design of a head motion synthesis system is important, it is not useful unless
it is capable of good performance in both subjective and objective evaluation. Due to
the nature of possible applications of this model it is obvious that no matter how well it
theoretically performs, if people are not convinced or find it ‘creepy’, then the method
is not a valid approach, thus subject testing is needed. However, when examining the
literature we could not find a formal study on the subjective testing methodology. We
present our research into how long the test should be, the type of animation used for
the model, who could participate in the evaluation and if participants need to come to
a laboratory or if they could conduct the evaluation over the internet.
Objective measures on the other hand can show the individual performance of different
layers of the hierarchy and show if the approach is sound before subjective testing.
Part of this thesis will discuss available objective measures and their suitability for
this research. We will then present our own objective measure that better reflects the
performance of a head motion synthesis system than the current practice.
Mapping from speech to head motion requires that a certain set of assumptions are
true, and it is useful to take note of some of them. The most important is that head
motion is at least partially predictable from speech. This does not necessarily mean
that it is predictable at all times based purely on speech. There are many underling
psychological and linguistic factors that are not available directly from speech features.
This assumption is not completely unreasonable, for instance we are able to imagine
how a person we are talking to on the telephone is moving. Also part of head motion is
related to how our articulators move, for instance it unlikely the head is looking down
while the jaw is wide open.
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On the other hand psychological and linguistic features would definitely influence the
motion. Their exclusion reduces the predictability of head motion and means that it
would not be deterministic, as differences in the psycho-linguistic context may not
reflect in the voice, but in the body language. Despite this, the fact that head motion
and speech features are related has been examined before and while there is no linear
mapping there does seem to be a link between the two (Yehia et al., 2002; Ishi et al.,
2013). A second assumption coupled to the first is that given not all of the head motion
will be predictable, sufficiently large parts will be so that the inclusion of this mapping
would be useful. A moderate gain in objective and subjective measures compared to
shaped noise would prove this assumption is correct and thus that this system would
have practical applications.
This does raise the point that the type of speech features taken into account is impor-
tant. With the wide variety available, some are undoubtedly better predictors of head
motion than others. Part of this thesis will focus on the choice of speech features.
A potential problem is that there is a low direct correlation between speech features
and head motion trajectories at a frame-wise level (Hofer, 2009; Ben Youssef et al.,
2013a). On short time-scales there is a high correlation (Yehia et al., 2002; Busso et al.,
2005). Thus, as Hofer (2009) showed with user defined modelling units, recognition
of modelling units is possible over a short period, but a frame-wise would not have
the same performance. Consequently it is important that the correct modelling unit is
chosen.
Hofer (2009) used hand annotation to find human-meaningful motion segments in the
head motion, for example nodding and shaking. This manual annotation is a time
consuming process and is subject to error. This leads to the investigation of data driven
modelling units. This thesis presents one such modelling unit and shows that it is
capable of capturing the nuances of head motion and that it predictable from speech
features.
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In the following sections we will formalise the objectives of the research. Additionally
we will show the scope of the research, briefly discuss some the challenges that needed
to be overcome, and layout the structure of the thesis.
1.1 Objectives and Scope
One way of viewing a speech to head motion system is as a black-box. Speech goes
into the system, and head motion is predicted. Internal to this black box, the speech
is parametrised, mapped to head motion parameters, and then those parameters are
converted into the animation. With that in mind the primary goal of this thesis is to:
Find a method to synthesise head motion from speech that will show
emphasis and be consistent with physical considerations.
This can be broken down into three distinct parts:
• Find a method to parametrise speech for head motion synthesis.
• Find a method to parametrise head motion suitable for analysis, synthesis, and
animation.
• Find a method for predicting head motion parameters from the parametrised
speech.
There are many standard methods for parametrising speech that are used in ASR and
speech synthesis, such as extracting the Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC).
In addition there are other features that can be estimated from the speech features
like the position of articulators. The various options are discussed in Section 2.2.4.
Based on how the model is designed and the head motion parametrisation a secondary
objective would be to find the best choice of speech features.
With regards to the parametrisation of the head motion there are many ways to describe
rotation of three dimensional objects. We will discuss some of the more common
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options in Section 2.2.3. There we will also explain why we chose to use rotation
vectors to represent the head motion in our system instead of Euler angles or any other
common system used in 3D graphics.
Additionally to how the rotation is represented, head motion can also be parametrised
by dividing it into segments or modelling units. This would be analogous to phonemes
in speech. A natural interpretation can be a nod or a shake, however, this is difficult
to segment without manual annotation. Instead automatic segmentation is desired,
this can be achieved with a simple rule based approach, providing that the rule is
universal to all speakers and does not need to be adapted. A modelling unit is desirable
because it would be difficult to have a universal frame-by-frame mapping. This frame-
wise approach has been attempted before and will be discussed in Section 2.3. Doing
this approach is very similar to unit selection if the segments are copied, with some
transform to create the head motion. Due to the small number of patterns observed in
the dataset this is the approach that this thesis follows. However, it must be proved
that there are only a small amount of patterns. This should be achieved in a data driven
approach. In other words the number of patterns should be determined from data.
Additionally the shape of the pattern should be determined by the data.
The speech to head motion on the other hand has to be able to determine the correct
modelling unit to use, based on the speech features. As was mentioned previously this
thesis will make use of a hierarchical model, based around HMMs. But there are many
aspects to how it would need to be structured, and no implementation of any machine
learning model is transfer to implement in a new domain. So the challenges involved
must be addressed. The design elements and general theory of HMMs are covered in
Section 2.2.2.
It is important to use a machine learning approach rather than a rule based one, because
it would mean that speaker individuality can be synthesised without much extra inter-
vention. In a rule based paradigm for each new speaker a new set recordings would
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be made and from that a new set of rules would need to be drawn up. With a machine
learning approach the data would be captured and then the model retrained which is far
less labour intensive. In addition a machine learning approach can combine different
recordings from different people to create a new ‘personality’. Alternatively one could
still make believable head motion from less data by bootstrapping models from a larger
dataset this is known as speaker adaptation in speech synthesis.
As the model’s usability relies on its performance, objective evaluation methods are
only valid if it indicates how users or subjective evaluators would rate the quality of
the final synthesis. While there are standard approaches for evaluating head motion
objectively in the literature there has previously been no testing on how well they pre-
dict the quality of synthesised head motion. With regards to the subjective evaluation
there are many factors, such as the realism of the model for animation, and the format
of the testing that need to be considered.
Thus to address the three parts of the objective stated at the start of the section the
following points must be considered:
• Find a suitable model, whose parameters are learnt from data, that maps the
speech to the head motion.
• Find a data driven head motion modelling unit that can be estimated from the
head motion recording
• Determine the optimal choice of speech features.
• Prove the model’s validity through both objective and subjective evaluation. This
in turn requires:
– Testing the appropriateness of objective measures.
– Developing new measures as needed.
– Designing and conducting subjective tests.
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To address these issues there is an additional task which is to find a suitable dataset.
While the need for data is obvious there are not many datasets that are available for
this research and those that existed previously are often not very large. With a larger
dataset it is possible to test how dependant head motion is on the speaker, and how
dependant it is on the task. For instance one can expect that people move their head
differently if they are reading or telling a story from memory. It is ideal if the model can
replicate the differences between the speakers, however, this would only be possible
if there are differences so this must be measured. Expanding on this dependence it
has been shown that people are able to identify the gender of a speaker based on head
motion alone (Hill and Johnston, 2001). We can examine the dataset to see if these
differences can be detected in objective statistics and see how speakers relate to one
another. Additionally if we collect data from multiple tasks we can see if there are
dependencies based on those tasks too, and if speaker or task dependency is greater.
The dataset that we collected contains two tasks and we will show our evidence that
there is both speaker and task dependence and that the speaker dependency is greater
than the task dependency.
It is also important to note what falls outside the scope of the research. Firstly semantic
gestures will not be directly synthesised as this would require knowing the intention of
the speaker which is not possible using the speech features alone. In addition linguistic
information will not be used as input information as this would either require hand
transcription which is time consuming and expensive, or ASR which is not yet capable
of creating highly accurate transcription of new speakers without a large amount of
training data. Thus by including linguistic information we would actually be limiting
the applications in which this model could be used. A final limitation on this thesis
is that it is only concerned with monologues. However, in principle the same types of
models could be trained to synthesise head motion during a dialogue. This is primarily
due to time constraints, as recording datasets is a long process. Additionally it is known
that when humans speak their head motions influence each other, this would mean that
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the head motion of the other participant would need to be taken into account, and that
there are conversational cues that are indicated by head motion which are difficult to
predict without psychological or linguist information.
To summarise the following are the contributions presented in this thesis:
• A novel approach to synthesis using motion templates, with amplitude and time
warping which outperforms existing state of the art systems in a subjective test.
• Recommendations for both subjective and objective head motion synthesis eval-
uation, specifically that MUSHRA testing should be used and providing a frame-
work to conduct subjective tests.
• Collection of a large dataset of head motion motion capture synchronised with
speech.
• A demonstration that head motion is both speaker and task dependent and that it
more speaker dependent than task dependent.
1.2 Thesis Structure
Chapter 2: Details the underling theoretical concepts and the prior research into
speech to head motion mapping
Chapter 3: Contains the data collection method and basic statistics of the dataset.
Additionally it discuses dependencies, and correlations which show that head motion
synthesis is speaker dependant, and that the task for participants effects the head mo-
tion. This is the third and forth points listed above.
Chapter 4: Explains both the objective and the subjective evaluation methodology.
We will present the results of some experiments that show that realistic models should
be used during evaluation, that the length of a test should be approximately 30 samples
long, that participants can evaluate motion from home, and that non-native speakers
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can be used for subjective evaluations. Additionally we show a new method for objec-
tive evaluation that predicts the results of a subjective test better than Conical Correla-
tion Analysis which is the current preferred method. This covers second point in the
list above.
Chapter 5: Presents a novel approach to synthesis using motion templates. Addi-
tionally this chapter presents the evaluation and improvements made on the system.
This covers the first point above. We show that the system gives results that compare
favourably to motion capture and out performs other sate of the art systems.
Chapter 6: Provides a discussion of the results some concluding remarks and possible
directions for future research.
The Appendix contains details of results that are presented elsewhere in the thesis.
Chapter 2
Theoretical Concepts and State of the
Art Head Motion Synthesis
2.1 Links to Speech of Head Motion
Head motion synthesis forms part of the larger field of character animation. The need
for good non-verbal communication channels, such as head motion, cannot be under-
stated for use in embodied characters. With the correct body language an embodied
conversational agent or any other animated character can appear, “credible, trustwor-
thy, confident, and non-threatening” (André et al., 2011).
Body language does not only provide emotional content and a sense of the personality
of the agent. Additionally understanding of spoken words is enhanced with the correct
body language (Wagner et al., 2014). Specifically ‘visual prosody’ has been shown
to increase understanding (Munhall et al., 2004) and visual prosody has in turn been
shown to synchronise with spoken prosody (Wagner et al., 2014).
McClave (2000) showed that head motion in particular has linguistic content and that
speakers are very sensitive to head motion that is out of alignment with spoken parts
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of communication.
Graf et al. (2002) showed that head motion is related to pitch accents. They also
demonstrated that the inclusion of realistic head motion improves engagement with
3D avatars. This provides a good direction for a head motion system, as pitch accents
can be predicted from speech features (Ladd et al., 1999). This in turn means that it
should be possible to predict head motion from speech.
More recently Ishi et al. (2013) showed explicitly that head motion that has linguistic
context in dialogues are aligned with speech events. Thus combing the independent
findings of McClave (2000) and Graf et al. (2002).
Head motion has also been shown to be strongly linked to speech features especially F0
(a measurable approximation of speech see Section 2.2.4) (Kuratate et al., 1999). Head
motion from speech has been attempted before, however, we will cover the existing
attempts at head motion synthesis in Section 2.3.
In the rest of this chapter we present some of the most important techniques and con-
cepts at a theoretical level. First we will show the machine learning techniques that we
used in the proposed synthesis system. We will then describe some details about how
rotation can be represented and explain why we chose to use rotation vectors. Moving
onto head motion synthesis in particular we will explain some of the speech features
that are available, such as F0, that can be the inputs to the head motion synthesiser.
Finally we will provide a review of some existing methods for head motion synthesis,
focusing on HMM based systems and a particular system that we will use as a baseline.
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2.2 Key Theoretical Concepts
2.2.1 Gaussian Mixture Models
Distributions of data are often approximated by a multivariate Gaussian distribution.
However, it is not always the case that this is a good approximation. Much like any
signal can be described as the addition of sinusoids of different frequencies and am-
plitudes by the Fourier transform, any distribution can be described as the addition of
several multivariate Gaussian distributions with different means, covariance matrices,
and mixing coefficients (weights). This combination is known as a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) or a mixture of Gaussians (Bishop, 2006, p. 110).
Similar to how a Riemann sum becomes a better approximation of the integral as the
number of partitions increase, a GMM becomes a better approximation of the original
distribution as the amount of components increases. However, along with this increase
in accuracy, as the amount of components increases, so too does the number of training
examples required and the length of time needed to train the model. Also the increase
in accuracy becomes negligible beyond a certain number of components. One way to
figure out the optimal amount of components is the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) (Bishop, 2006, p. 216-217). The BIC is defined as
BIC = −2ln P(X | λ̂k)+ k ln(T ), (2.1)
where X is the observed data, T is the number of observations, k is the number of
free parameters and λ̂k is the fitted model with k free parameters. The BIC is actually
defined for any model with a finite number of parameters. In the case of a GMM each
time a new component is added the additional free parameters are the mean vector,
covariance matrix, and mixing weight.
The BIC helps find the optimal number of components by rewarding accuracy and
penalising model complexity. Using this measure a model with a lower BIC is con-
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sidered to be a better trade-off between accuracy and complexity than a similar model
with a higher BIC score. This is because the model with the higher BIC score did not
accurately describe the distribution of the date because it has too few components. Al-
ternatively the model had more than enough components and some were not increasing
the accuracy of the model. So given two models the appropriate model to use is the
one that minimises the BIC.
Due to its popularity for determining the amount of mixing components that should be
used, many implementations of GMMs have the option to compute the BIC. For in-
stance the Python library Scikit-learn, (Pedregosa et al., 2011) and the Matlab Statistics
Toolbox1 both calculate the BIC.
GMMs are often trained using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). As there is
no closed form solution it is solved iteratively (Bishop, 2006, p. 112-113). For an M
component GMM each mixture component m is a combination of a mixing weight
αm, a mean vector µm, and a covariance matrix Σm and all the parameters for all the


















Where X = {xt}, t ∈ [0,T ] are the training observations that are available. It should be
noted that a GMM is capable of modelling multivariate data because the mean is a vec-
tor, and the covariance is a matrix. Also note that there are no temporal dependencies.
If one wanted to include a temporal dependence then either the derivatives or multiple
observations must be appended to the base observations and then be treated as though
they were a single observation.
A GMM can be used as a generative model. Considering input observation xt an
output yt can be estimated in two ways. The deterministic output is obtained by the
1http://www.mathworks.co.uk/help/stats/gmdistributionclass.html
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minimisation of error or the maximisation of likelihood. Alternatively a GMM can
generate an output by sampling from the marginal distribution of the output variables,
given the inputs.
Toda et al. (2007, 2008) demonstrations an example of the minimisation approach
which we will explain here. In this case the mapping from input to output uses the
Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) criterion. The mean and covariance can be












Then the marginal likelihood is given by
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Where µ(y|x)m,t is the marginal mean, and Σ
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As mentioned above at this point one could sample from the marginal distribution,
however, Toda et al. (2007, 2008) continue and derive the optimal values for the MMSE








It should be noted that the predicted values do not the maximise the observation likeli-
hood (Toda et al., 2007, 2008), they minimise the prediction error. For the purposes of
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this research the final goal was to minimise the Mean Square Error (MSE) so optimis-
ing the MMSE criterion is suitable. This will be discussed further in Chapter 5.
2.2.2 Hidden Markov Models
A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is so called because it describes a process by using
the Markov assumption and hidden states. The Markov assumption is that the next
observation and the next state will only depend on the current state. The fact that the
state sequence cannot be directly determined from the observations is what makes it
hidden.
A standard HMM is composed of a transition matrix, A, which defines the probability
from moving from one state to another. If it allows any state to transition to any other
state then it is known as an ‘ergodic’ HMM, if it only allows specific state sequences,
by restricting A to being an upper triangle matrix, then it is called a ‘left-to-right’
HMM. The rows of A must total to 1, because they are probabilities. Each state si is tied
to its own observation probabilities. If the observations are continuous then it can be a
Probability Density Function (pdf) such as a GMM, if the observations are discrete then
it would be a multinomial distribution. If the observations are multivariate then they
can be split into streams. By streaming the data we compute the observation probability
of subsets of the observations separately, then combine them proportionately to their
stream weights. This is especially appropriate if there is a mixture of continuous and
discrete variables.
An HMM can:
• Determine the observation likelihood given the model parameters:
P(X |λ) (2.10)
• Estimate the most likely state sequence, Q, and find the state sequence probabil-
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ity, given an observation sequence, X , and the model parameters, λ:
Q∗ = argmax
Q
P(Q |X ,λ) (2.11)
• Train the model parameters given a set of observed sequences X , without requir-




P(λ |X ) (2.12)
To estimate the observation likelihood or find the most likely state sequence by ex-
amining all possible state sequences would be too computationally expensive, O(T k)
for a T length observation and a k state HMM. However, both of these measures can
be solved by much less costly algorithms. Observation likelihood can be estimated
with the forward algorithm, and the optimal state sequence (and its likelihood) can be
determined via using the Viterbi algorithm. At a higher level both of these algorithms
are iterative and rely on the Markov assumption. This allows them to only consider
the best possible way to achieve the current state and not all possible ways. These
algorithms and their implementation are both discussed in detail by Rabiner (1989).
There are two standard approaches to training, the first is based on the Viterbi algorithm
and the second is based on the forward - backward algorithm. The second approach is
slower but produces better trained models (Bishop, 2006, pp. 625 – 631).
Like a GMM one can use an HMM as a generative model. While there is no closed
form solution for a specified duration, there are some approximations such as Tra-
jectory HMMs (Tokuda et al., 2004; Zen et al., 2007). Additionally one could use
some input features as part of the sampling which is known as an Input-Output HMM
(IOHMM) (Bengio and Frasconi, 1995).
There are other modification for HMMs such as restructuring them as a hierarchical
models (HHMM). In this case each state is a self contained HMM (Fine et al., 1998).
Or using Infinite HMMs where there are a countably infinite set of states (Beal et al.,
2001) and the model is described using hyper-parameters.
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HMMs are used extensively in speech technology for both recognition and synthesis.
They have also been used previously in head motion synthesis (see Section 2.3.1) and
are one of the core techniques used in this research.
2.2.3 Representing Rotation
When describing rotation there are multiple possible representations. The most com-
mon ones are using three angles, quaternions, axis-angle or rotation vectors, and ro-
tation matrices. The three angles used in that representation are called Euler Angles.
These are usually denoted by:
• α or ϕ – rotation about the y-axis
• β or θ – rotation about the x-axis
• γ or ψ – rotation about the z-axis
There are, however, a number of problems with the use of Euler Angles. The first is
that there are singularities where that actual rotation of the object is ambiguous, would
not affect head motion synthesis as this condition only happens at the poles and the
the normal range of human head motion is not that large. A far greater problem is
that they are order dependant. By this we mean that applying the rotations in the order
α β γ is not equivalent to the order γ α β. At first glance this may not seem to be
an issue, but when reporting results in the literature the order used in the research is
often not included. While working on one’s own programs it is trivial to be consistent,
when collaborating with other researchers, trying to reproduce results in the literature,
or using commercial software the order may not be obvious. Another problem is that
the axes of rotations are not fixed. It is possible to represent any 3D rotation by using
any successively orthogonal axis, for instance rotation about the y-axis, then x, and
then y again can represent any rotation. Another problem is that where the head is
facing is also not known unless reported, but this ambiguity is common among rotation
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representation methods. To address this a common convention in the literature is to use
‘yaw’, ‘roll’, and ‘pitch’, this still does not satisfy the order ambiguity.
The use of a rotation matrix does solve many of the issues of Euler angles. There is no
order dependence because the rotation matrix rotates the object simultaneously about
all axes. It is also possible to covert a rotation matrix to a given order of Euler angles,
and if the object is not at a singularity it is also possible to covert from Euler angles to
a rotation matrix. Though each of the possible orders has their own conversion.
However, it is difficult to interpret the meaning of individual elements of the rotation
matrix. The rotation matrix consists of nine elements for three dimensional rotation.
The redundancy makes it difficult to visualise the rotation represented by the matrix
without actually using a computer. In other words there is no natural meaning to any
one of the elements of the matrix. If we were to try and synthesise a rotation matrix
directly it must satisfy these constraints:
• Orthogonal
• Determinant of 1
• Real entries
It should also be noted that the addition of multiple rotations is done through matrix
multiplication, if the object is rotated by matrix R1 then R2 the total rotation RT is
given by
RT = R2 R1. (2.13)
Obviously this is not problematic, but it would mean that calculating the differentials
of the rotation for the angular velocity and acceleration would be more difficult.
The key difference between a rotation matrix and Euler angles is the amount of pa-
rameters. The addition of six extra parameters is responsible for the lack of ambiguity,
but there is redundancy in this information and hence the resulting co-dependence of
the elements of a rotation matrix make it difficult to synthesise. On the other hand
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Euler angles are independent in terms of rotation which makes synthesis easier. The
independence we are referring to is mathematical independence, it is highly likely that
when representing the movement of the head Euler angles would have some cross de-
pendencies.
Quaternions have four parameters and like a rotation matrix describe rotation unam-
biguously. Thus we can conclude that this is probably the ideal number of parameters.
There is, however, still an issue with interpretation. Euler’s rotation theorem states that
any rotation in 3D can be represented by an axis about which the object will rotate and
an angle which is the magnitude of the rotation. The four elements of a quaternion that
represents rotation are by convention called: w, x, y, and z.
This may lead one to believe that x, y, and z are the axis of rotation, and w is the angle.
However, this is not the case. Quaternions have been formulated in such a way that
applying multiple rotations is simple, but this means that the elements still have no
easy interpretation.
The axis-angle representation of rotation is a far more direct interpretation of Euler’s
rotation theorem. As the name implies the rotation is specified by a 3D vector which
is the axis of rotation and an angle which is the magnitude of the the rotation. An
extension of this representation is a rotation vector. A rotation vector is a conversion
of the 4D axis-angle down to a 3D rotation vector. This is achieved by normalising the
magnitude of the vector representation axis of rotation, and then setting the magnitude
of the rotation vector to be the angle of rotation. This replaces the forth parameter that
we need to uniquely describe rotation with prior knowledge. Mathematically if α is





The rotation vector representation has many advantages. First, it is unambiguous with
regards to order, as one can think of it as simultaneous rotation about all three axes.
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Second, the components are measured in radians so they are easy to interpret. Third,
there is no singularities when there is a rotation, and no rotation is given by the zero
vector which is intuitive. The major disadvantage of rotation vectors is that they are
not easy to add together. Normally addition of rotations is done by converting to either
quaternions or rotation matrices first (Diebel, 2006). What could also be a theoretical
problem with this formulation is that there is a discontinuity at π radians, however, as
the human head cannot turn this far this problem can be disregarded for this application.
For the purposes of this research we have chosen to use rotation vectors, for which the
components will be donated as rx,ry and rz.
The issue of addition is not problematic, because we only specify absolute angles of
rotation. And when applying the rotation we will convert to a rotation matrix with






































(r2z − r2x − r2y)s2 + α2c2
 (2.18)
Where R is the rotation matrix.
While calculating the true angular velocity would be difficult for our purposes the
difference between the two vectors is a sufficient approximation. Because, as will be
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explained in Chapter 5, for the proposed method of head motion synthesis the only
aspect of the velocity that is important is when the head changes direction. Thus the
rotation vector is the representation used in the majority of this research. And unless it
is specified otherwise the reader can assume we used rotation vectors throughout this
thesis.
2.2.4 Speech Features
In Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and statistical Text To Speech (TTS) sys-
tems there are several methods that are widely used for encoding speech. This is to
make it easier to build statistical models compared to modelling the original wave-
form. Some examples of encoding systems are Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCC), the related Mel-Cepstral Coefficients (MCEP), and their generalised form
Mel-Generalized Cepstral Coefficients (MGCEP). These are all based on representing
the cepstrum: The Fourier Transform of energy of the signal. Normally for speech the
cepstrum is determined over a window in time that moves at a fixed rate through the
signal. For example in TTS applications a common choice of parameters is 5 to 10 ms
frame shift with a 25 ms window over which the analysis is performed to extract the
speech features.
A simple explanation of how waveforms are converted into the various coefficients
is that a bank of lifters (cepstral domain filters) are applied to the cepstrum of the
waveform and the energy of the signal in each of the lifters forms the coefficients.
The various types of Mel-coefficients are different ways of constructing the lifters and
are designed to approximate the parts of the signal that humans can hear the clearest.
It is thought that these bands are the most important for comprehension of speech,
both for understanding what was said by a human and for making synthesised speech
The author contributed to research in the use of EMA features for head motion synthesis by prepar-
ing the data and helping design and carry out the evaluations presented in Ben Youssef et al. (2013a,b,
2014)
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understood.
A related set of features to the MFCC, MCEP, and MGCEPs are Linear Predictive
Coefficients (LPC) and Linear Spectral Pairs (LSP). With the correct parameters the
MGCEPs are equal to LPCs and there are algorithmic conversions between LSPs and
LPCs. LPCs and LSPs are another way of dividing up the cepstrum but focus on the
ease of signal processing and interpolation, and not human hearing characteristics.
Another category of speech features are often called prosodic features. It is important
here to differentiate between perceptual features and measurable features. As the name
implies perceptual features are what a listener would be able to perceive. Examples of
perceptual features are pitch and loudness. On the other hand measurable features
can either be approximated or directly measured from a speech signal. While pitch
is perceptual the fundamental frequency of the glottal folds (sometimes called vocal
chords) can be approximated, this is called F0, and while loudness is perceptual we
can measure the energy of the signal over the window. F0 and energy can function as
stand-ins for pitch and loudness.
A large problem with F0 is that it is not continuous in time. The glottal folds do not
always vibrate during speech, for instance when pronouncing the English letter ‘s’
there is no movement in the glottis, instead the sound is created by the shape of the
lips, tongue position, and air from the lungs. The regions of the signal where F0 exists
are called the voiced region and where it does not exist is called the unvoiced region.
There are two common methods for dealing with this problem. Either when building
the models the F0 is handled in a different manner to the other features which takes into
account the fact that it is not always measurable. Alternatively F0 can be interpolated
in the unvoiced regions, though this would be an approximation.
There are many software tools available for extracting all of the above speech features
from speech signals. Some common ones are SPTK2, openSmile (Eyben et al., 2010),
2http://sp-tk.sourceforge.net/
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and STRAIGHT (Kawahara et al., 1999). Some of these tools also include methods for
estimating the perceptual features from the speech features. For instance openSmile
outputs a pitch feature.
Another method for representing speech is based around how speech is produced in
humans. In humans speech is produced by the movement of air over the lips, tongue,
teeth, and glottis (also known as the voice box). These are collectively known as the
articulators. Studies in speech production in humans have measured how the articula-
tors move during speech, initially using x-rays, and later (once the dangers of x-rays
became known) a device known as the Electro-Magnetic Articulograph (EMA). An
EMA machine has the disadvantage of not being able to measure the glottal move-
ments directly, but compared to x-rays has the advantage of not giving study partic-
ipants cancer. An EMA works by attaching magnetic coils to the articulators of the
participant other than the glottis, and determining the coils’ movement by measuring
changes in the magnetic field. Often only two dimensions are considered. This is
because in most languages, during non-impaired speech, the articulator movement is
symmetrical about the left-right axis when facing the speaker.
Through a process known as speech inversion EMA measurements, i.e. the move-
ment of articulators, can be estimated using speech features. Recent research has
examined the use of EMA features estimated from speech for head motion synthe-
sis (Ben Youssef et al., 2013a,b, 2014). It was found that predicted EMA features are
more highly correlated with head motion than the standard array of speech features
used in ASR and TTS.
2.3 Existing Head Motion Synthesis Methods
In this section we will present a discussion on a selection of existing head motion syn-
thesis systems. Part of this will entail a review of prior work analysing the relationship
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between speech features and head motion trajectories. Additionally we will look at
how head motion has been encoded in the existing literature. As the method proposed
in Chapter 5 is an HMM based system, the literature on HMM head motion synthesis
will be presented separately.
An early attempt at synthesising head motion from speech features was carried out by
Yehia et al. (2002). They used a linear estimator to predict head motion trajectories
from F0. What they found that a linear estimator trained on the entire dataset found no
correlation between speech and head motion. However, a linear predictor worked well
when only using small samples of their data. Their conclusion was that the dependency
changes from utterance to utterance. We will discuss this problem and our attempts to
mitigate it in Section 4.3.
Even if it is the case that the dependencies are only found locally, it still means that a
simple linear estimator is not suitable for head motion synthesis. This is because even
if a linear estimator is trained for every sample, it would not be possible to determine
which estimator is the appropriate choice without some additional modelling.
On the other hand, the work by Yehia et al. (2002) shows that it should be possible to
predict head motion from speech features, if a more sophisticated modelling technique
is utilised. One problem with their research is that they did not provide any details
of subjective testing which means that it would be difficult to compare results to this
system.
More recently Le et al. (2012) proposed another system that relies on a simple pre-
dictor. In their case their system predicts Euler angles, and each angle’s trajectory is
treated separately. To do this they take into account speech features, the current value
of the Euler angle trajectory, and the total angular velocity and acceleration of all three
angles. They then use a probabilistic modelling technique, specifically GMMs, to esti-
mate head motion. As they found their system performs well on subjective tests com-
pared to other synthesis systems previously proposed by Busso et al. (2005), Chuang
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and Bregler (2005), and Levine et al. (2009). As this includes some of the HMM based
systems described below, it is an excellent choice for comparing against state of the
art systems for both GMM and HMM based systems. As such we will be using it as a
baseline state of the art system and so will examine their approach in more detail.
Le et al. (2012) used 40 minutes of data from one speaker, though they did not men-
tion how much was used for training and how much was held out for testing. Head
motion was recorded using a motion capture system. The head motion trajectory was
parametrised for time, t, into three Euler angles: yaw (αt), pitch (βt), and roll (γt).
Though as is so often the case they did not report the order of operation. Addition-




































For speech features they used the OpenSmile (Eyben et al., 2010) approximations of
pitch, pt and loudness, lt , for time t.
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Under the assumption that the system is causal, ie there is no backwards dependence
in time. To solve the optimisation they used the gradient decent algorithm. They
estimated P by using five 10 component GMM, where each GMM found the joint
probability of:
• The angles and the speech features, each angle trained separately
• The angular velocity
• The angular acceleration
The GMMs were all trained using expectation maximisation.
For a subjective evaluation they used an A/B test (see Section 4.2.1 for details on dif-
ferent types of subjective evaluation). They compared their system to the ones stated
above (Busso et al., 2005; Chuang and Bregler, 2005; Levine et al., 2009) and to mo-
tion capture. What they found was their system outperformed the other systems the
majority of the time. It also was sometimes preferred to motion capture, but in this
case it was not the majority of the time.
Brkic et al. (2008) proposed a similar encoding to the one proposed in this thesis, as
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such we will mention how they differ to the template based encoding presented in
Chapter 5 here, despite not having described how it works yet. It should also be noted
that in their paper they did not attempt to perform synthesis only encoding. In their
system they define two types of gestures:
• Nods: “an abrupt swing of the head with a similarly abrupt motion back”
• Swings: “an abrupt swing of the head without the back motion”
Using those two categories, they annotated their dataset with gesture type, direction,
amplitude, and duration. Then using this annotation they encoded the trajectories using
simple mathematical functions that described the same motions as what was annotated.
They then conducted a subjective test of the encoded trajectories and found that sub-
jects rated the encoded motion very highly.
Our system does not work on the head motion trajectory as a whole, instead we work
with each angle individually. Additionally our system requires no manual annotation,
and relies entirely on automatically segmented data. The main similarity is that we
encoded the motion using simple mathematical functions.
While Choi et al. (2001) describes a synthesis system based on HMMs it will be dis-
cussed here as there is a substantial difference between it and the HMM systems dis-
cussed in the next section. This paper illustrates a completely different method of
synthesis that occasionally is used in the literature. The Choi et al. (2001) method
does not estimate the trajectory of the head directly. Rather head motion is generated
indirectly. The author’s method morphs a 3D facial model and this necessitates motion
in the rest of the 3D model of the head. The HMM in their paper is used to optimise
the synthesised trajectory of the morphing parameters given the speech features.
Our analysis into the use of EMA features follows a similar logic, where the head
motion is guided by the articulators which were estimated from speech. However, by
estimating head motion trajectories directly instead of relying on morphing the rest of
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a 3D head model we allow for a wider variety of head motion such as the prosodic
visual gestures discussed in the introduction.
2.3.1 HMM Based Methods
The systems presented in this section are all HMM based. They are separately dis-
cussed because the system presented in this thesis is also HMM based. However, it is
not needed to directly compare to HMM systems in subjective evaluation because they
have already been compared to the system proposed by Le et al. (2012), and the Le
et al. (2012) system was already shown to outperform all of the systems it was com-
pared to in subjective testing. As the system we present has outperform Le et al. (2012)
(see Chapter 5) there was no need to go back to comparing to these earlier systems.
One of the first HMM based systems was proposed by Busso et al. (2005) and updated
in Busso et al. (2007). In the more recent approach they train HMMs on clusters of
head motion built using Linde - Buzo - Gray vector quantization (Linde et al., 1980).
These are meant to represent typical head motion poses. They then pick the most likely
head motion sequence based on the acoustic features. This gives the target poses which
they then interpolate between they then add noise to create an interesting trajectory.
Both their subjective and objective results have proved promising. Furthermore using
different training data they were able to simulate different emotions. However, apart
from using an HMM for modelling probabilities our proposed system takes a different
approach.
A similar approach was developed by Sargin et al. (2006) and expanded in Sargin et al.
(2007, 2008). Like Busso et al. (2005, 2007) they used automatic segmentation. This
segmentation gave them modelling units. They then used a multi-stream HMM to
recognise the modelling units and simultaneously generate a trajectory. Because of the
different modelling units they employed a parallel HMM structure with the HMMs in
each branch trained on different units.
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Hofer and Shimodaira (2007); Hofer (2009) used a different approach to the segmen-
tation. Unlike the other two HMM based systems by Busso et al. (2005, 2007) and
Sargin et al. (2007, 2008) used manual segmentation. The segmentation was done
using linguistically meaningful units, such as nodding or shaking. Their dataset was
then manually annotated with these modelling units. At this point they trained a bank
of HMMs to recognise these units in a manner analogous to whole word ASR. The
HMMs that were trained for recognition also included a stream for the head motion
trajectories. When performing the recognition these streams were adjusted so that they
did not affect the observation probabilities. Once the model sequence was determined
the HMMs were then used for synthesising the head motion. This was achieved by us-
ing a technique of adapting HMMs to predict fixed length segments called Trajectory
HMMs (Sako et al., 2000).
The other system that was compared to Le et al. (2012) was proposed by Levine et al.
(2009). In this system Levine et al. (2009) still use HMMs to recognise the type of
motion to use, however, instead of using motion generated by an HMM they use units
selected from the original database. Like Busso et al. (2005, 2007) and Sargin et al.
(2007, 2008) they used automatically segmented data. However, their system was
actually designed for whole body gesture generation, and for dialogue systems, not
monologues. Due to all these differences, the Levine et al. (2009) system is not a
suitable comparison for the system presented here.
2.4 Section Summery
In this section we have presented the key background needed for understanding this
thesis. In particular we discussed the machine learning techniques that are going to
be used in the presented system, namely Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and Gaus-
sian Mixture Models (GMM). We also covered different methods of representing rota-
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tion and gave reasons for our chose in using rotation vectors. Finally presented some
background information on different types of speech features, including EMA features
which are estimated from lower level speech features.
Additionally we have discussed some other approaches to head motion synthesis. We
focused on similar methods to the one proposed in Chapter 5, particularly the method
by Le et al. (2012) which we will be using for comparisons as it outperformed all of
the existing systems they compared themselves to.
Chapter 3
Data Collection and Statistics of Head
Motion
3.1 Dataset Considerations
With any machine learning based approach training data is needed. Mostly this is
taken from datasets, though some algorithms will learn from data generated from its
own ‘experience’. Head motion synthesis systems, as they stand, use machine learning
techniques that are dataset based to build their mapping from speech to head motion.
The model presented in this thesis are no different. This section describes the data that
was used for training and evaluation. First we will discuss the considerations in record-
ing head motion and the available datasets and then the dataset that was collected.
To begin with there are several ways with which head motion and speech can be si-
multaneously recorded. For instance, Hadar et al. (1983, 1985) used a polarised-light
This work was submitted to Intelligent Virtual Agents 2013. It was edited to present as a poster
(Braude et al., 2013b)
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goniometer to record the head movements. With improvements in computer vision
technologies it is now possible to use videos, though this is not common in the head
motion synthesis literature. The most prevalent type of data is motion capture, which
is what was used for in this research. Another less common device that could be used
is an Electro-Magnetic Articulograph (EMA). Some examples of EMA datasets are the
ones collected by Turk et al. (2010) and Richmond et al. (2011).
While EMA data is highly accurate, it does have some potential problems. The subject
has wires glued to their tongue and face for the sensors to detect. Additionally the
subjects are restricted in their range of head motion by an enclosure which houses the
magnetic sensors. This could lead to movement that is less natural. Motion capture
is another approach, but because there is no physical anchors such as the wires or the
enclosure from the EMA the movement, the motion captured data should be more nat-
ural. On the other hand the subjects of the recording usually have some motion capture
markers, which can also reduce the naturalness though probably not as much as an
EMA. Video is the recording method that should give the most natural motion as there
nothing other the fact they are being recorded influencing the subjects. But computer
vision does not yet have the same level of accuracy as the other two methods. For this
research the motion capture was thought to be the best trade-off between accuracy and
naturalness.
Another consideration is the scenario in which the data is recorded. Some researchers
such as Busso et al. (2007) have used short utterances, others have used longer story-
telling monologues such as Sargin et al. (2008). Some researchers have also attempted
to use dialogues for example Le et al. (2012). For the bulk of the research story telling
monologues were the chosen scenario. Monologues are easier to capture because there
is only one person that needs to be recorded. And secondly there are no additional
influences from other speakers on the motion of the subject of interest.
One must also decide on how the speaker will know what to say. One can either give
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the subjects something to read, or give them the ability to say what they like, perhaps
with some prompting, which we will call ‘free’ speech as opposed to ‘read’ speech.
Both approaches have been used previously in the literature, for example Busso et al.
(2005) used read speech and Hofer and Shimodaira (2007) used free speech. While
free speech is probably more natural we were able to capture both so there was no
need to compromise on this point. This allows us to compare the different types of
head motion.
When collecting a dataset one must take into account the number of speakers and how
much data we have for each of them. Typically in available datasets there are less than
four speakers with very little training data each. We will seek to gather data from a
much larger number of speakers with over 15 minutes of data each.
3.2 Existing Datasets
The noted exception to the short dataset generalisation is the IEMOCAP dataset (Busso
et al., 2008) for which there are ten actors. However, it was unsuitable for our needs as
it contained only dialogues which as previously mentioned would mean that there are
two parties to take into account when trying to estimate head motion.
Some other datasets that are publicly available and might be considered but are un-
suitable are SEMAINE (McKeown et al., 2012) and CID (Ferré et al., 2007) which do
not have motion capture, while IDIAP Tosato et al. (2012), CMU (Carnegie Mellon
University, 2013), and HID (Rett et al., 2007) have motion capture but not audio. Due
to the missing data none of these datasets could be used. Table 3.1 summarises the
differences between the different datasets and shows why a new one was necessary.
While it was not publicly released as a dataset, the data used by Hofer (2009) was
also available to us. This was a single speaker telling personal anecdotes and jokes
without a script. The speaker was a semi-professional actor. For this research we
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Table 3.1: Comparison of data available in existing candidate datasets
Name Body Clean audio Transcription timing
IDIAP Yes No None
CMU Yes No None
HID Yes No None
mngu0 No Yes Phone (automatic)
ESPF No Yes Sentence (manual)
IEMOCAP Yes Yes None
needed multiple speakers. Additionally each speaker should have different methods
for eliciting the data such as read and free speech, which we will call tasks. This
would mean our results are comparable to other researchers who use read speech only,
while still providing data that one would expect to be more natural, namely free speech.
The data that was recorded was released under the name of the University of Edinburgh
Head motion and Audio Storytelling (UoE – HAS) dataset (Braude et al., 2013b).
3.3 Recording Scenario and Participants
For our recordings the subjects recruited were all native speakers of English who had
been raised in the United Kingdom. Most of the subjects were undergraduate university
students, with the exception of one who reported her age as greater than 50, who we
refer to as Irene. None of the subjects were professional actors.
We recorded 16 speakers each telling classical fairy-tales which the subjects were fa-
miliar with either from childhood or from watching the Disney films. Copies of these
stories from Project Gutenberg1 were provided a week in advance for the subjects to
read to refresh their memories. The stories chosen were:
1https://www.gutenberg.org/
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• Red Riding Hood
• Rumplestiltskin
• Repunzel
• The Emperor’s New Clothes
• Sleeping Beauty
During the recording session the subjects would first read the story off a Teleprompter,
and then retell the same story in their own words. They were allowed to either reuse
the story as they had read it, or tell another version of the story that they were more
familiar with. This provided both read and free speech. Preliminary testing had showed
that by priming the speakers with a story we were able elicit stories that were at least
five minutes long. When the subjects were left to choose their own story the speakers
normally told stories that were approximately two minutes long.
During the recording session the speakers were seated and facing the recorder so they
would be able to focus on a person when telling the free speech. The recorder was
a native English speaker. During the read speech they focused on the Teleprompter.
They were instructed to tell the story as if they were speaking to an adult native English
speaker who did not know the story.
3.4 Physical Layout, Hardware, and Software
It is important that both the head and body motion are tracked. This is so that it is
possible to remove the movement of the body from the head motion trajectory. As
previously mentioned to record the movement a motion capture system was used. The
system that was available to us was the Optitrack system from Natural Point2. Our sys-
tem consisted of seven V100:R2 cameras arranged on four tripods facing the speaker.
2http://www.naturalpoint.com/optitrack/
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Figure 3.1: Placement of motion markers on the participant and layout of recording
studio
The speaker wore a peak-cap with four markers and a jacket with five markers. In
addition to head motion, body movements also needed to be captured so that it would
be possible to remove it from the head movements. The position of the markers on the
participant and the layout of the recording studio is shown in Figure 3.1. Also included
in Figure 3.1 is the axes we used through the research. Note that this is a right handed
coordinate system.
The motion capture system software that we used was initially Natural Point Tracking
Tools, however, Tracking Tools was discontinued and replaced by Motive in 2012. The
final dataset only includes data that was recorded with Motive. The system was set to
record at 100 Hz, and give a synchronisation signal at the start and end of the recording.
The software exports the tracking data into a .CSV file which contains the marker
coordinates in 3D space. Additionally one can predefine 6DOF objects and Motive
will estimate their position and rotation in real-time and include this information in the
.CSV file.
For our dataset we tried to define the head and body as rigid objects. However, the
original rigid body tracking was fairly poor due to the limitations of real-time tracking.
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Thus the motion of the head and body was re-estimated using Singular Value Decom-
position (Söderkvist and Wedin, 1993). The mean position of all the participants was
reset to the zero vector to account for differences in height and sitting position of the
participants.
Audio was captured using a free-standing directional microphone and a MOTU-8pre
mixer3. The synchronisation signal was recorded on a second channel in the mixer.
The audio was captured at 44100 Hz with 32-bit depth. Audacity4 was used to trim the
audio files down to exactly match the start and length of the motion capture samples, as
part of this process Audacity down-samples the bit depth to 16 bits. For the extraction
of the acoustic features the sampling frequency was reduced to 16 kHz using SOX5.
3.5 Dataset Statistics
The rest of this chapter will focus on some statistics about the dataset, including an
analysis of the speaker and task dependency.
The lengths of the recordings are given in Table 3.2. It should be noted that the only
speaker who was not a university student is Irene who is also the subject that reported
her age as greater than 50. Also to note that these are all pseudonyms and gender is self
reported. Due to issues with the tracking the data from Simon was discarded, though
we have still made it available with this fact noted.
To estimate the average speaking rate of each of the subjects we employed the script
made available by de Jong and Wempe (2009). Rather than using an Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) system, they use signal processing techniques to estimate the num-
ber of syllables in each utterance. This is both far faster and has the advantage of not
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Table 3.2: Lengths of recordings (min:sec)
Gender Name Read Free Total
Ally 26:37 16:33 43:10
Carla 10:58 14:49 25:47
Irene 26:48 28:23 55:11
Jane 26:12 23:50 50:02
Female Nadine 26:45 26:07 52:52
Natalie 25:25 17:48 43:13
Nicole 21:05 21:00 42:05
Rebecca 16:27 17:24 33:51
Robin 22:13 21:36 43:49
Desmond 26:41 24:43 51:24
Gary 25:35 17:46 43:21
Mark 23:32 17:35 41:07
Male Marvin 26:00 26:33 52:33
Ray 25:21 14:12 39:33
Sam 14:51 14:58 29:49
Simon 27:05 20:05 47:10
Total 371:14 323:22 694:36
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The mean estimated speaking rates of each of the participants is provided in Table 3.3.
Below we will see if differences in speaking rate correlates with differences in head
motion, which will be examined first.
3.5.1 Speaker and Task Dependency
In order to examine the differences in head motion between speakers and speaking
tasks, a distance measure is needed. In this case the cross entropy distance is appropri-
ate as it gives an indication as to the likelihood of two trajectories being generated by
the same source and has been shown to be more reliable than KL-divergence (Helén
























where A = (a1, . . . , aTA) and B = (b1, . . . , bTB) are random vectors of data from two
observations, TA and TB are the lengths of those observations, and pA(·) and pB(·) are
the Probability Density Functions (PDF) estimated from A and B respectively.
While cross entropy distance is usually only used for single-variate data, it is trivial
to extend it to the multivariate case. The only change is that pA(·) and pB(·) are mul-
tivariate probability density functions. By making an assumption that the variables
are independent it will be possible to check that the goodness of fit for each variable
separately.
In this dataset we are looking at the difference between the trajectory of each utterance.
In this instance A is the trajectory for one sample, and at are the components of the
rotation vector. However, the static position does not give any indication as to the
way the head moves, so at also contains the first and second derivatives. B and bt are
similarly defined for another sample. If A and B are the same sample then the distance
will be zero.
To determine the appropriate PDF it is useful to examine the distribution of the data.
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Table 3.3: Mean speaking rate (syllables / sec) for each speaker for different tasks
Free Read Overall
Speaker Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std
Ally 2.73 0.10 3.47 0.13 3.10 0.39
Carla 3.41 0.13 3.45 0.10 3.43 0.12
Irene 3.97 0.12 3.94 0.14 3.96 0.13
Jane 3.50 0.11 4.17 0.19 3.83 0.37
Nadine 3.76 0.17 4.21 0.09 3.99 0.26
Natalie 3.64 0.13 3.86 0.20 3.75 0.20
Nicole 2.74 0.12 3.35 0.03 3.04 0.32
Rebecca 3.74 0.09 4.17 0.03 3.95 0.22
Robin 3.71 0.14 4.18 0.14 3.94 0.28
Desmond 3.49 0.14 3.98 0.10 3.73 0.28
Gary 2.84 0.10 3.37 0.10 3.10 0.29
Mark 3.21 0.12 3.45 0.14 3.33 0.18
Marvin 3.35 0.13 3.64 0.18 3.49 0.21
Ray 2.75 0.15 3.73 0.14 3.29 0.51
Sam 2.99 0.12 3.83 0.07 3.41 0.43
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Table 3.4: Skew, Kurtosis, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, assuming normal distrub-
tion of all the rotation vectors components, measured in radians
rx ry rz ∆rx ∆ry ∆rz ∆2rx ∆2ry ∆2rz
Skew -0.08 -0.16 0.55 0.03 -0.03 -0.10 -0.01 0.01 -0.15
Kurtosis 4.78 5.12 6.21 22.2 18.8 10.6 303 59.4 108
KS - statistic 0.42 0.41 0.42 0.50 0.49 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
This is shown in Figure 3.2. Based on these diagrams the data may be normally dis-
tributed, however, to determine if this is true we examined the Skew, Kurtosis, and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics of the rotation vector components. The results of this
analysis are presented in Table 3.4. While the Skew is quite low, the Kurtosis is very
high, especially for the second derivatives. Furthermore, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistic also indicates that the data is probably not normal. As such a normal distribu-
tion is not appropriate.
Because the data is not normally distributed we instead chose to use histograms to
calculate the likelihoods. The bin edges were evenly spaced on the range calculated
from all available samples so that the bin edges would be the same. 50 bins were used
for this experiment. One sample was added to all the bins to ensure that there would
be no zero probabilities.
To visually inspect the data we employed a technique known as MultiDimensional
Scaling (MDS). This is a process by which we bring the distances between samples to
a lower number of dimensions while attempting to preserve the distances between the
points. The amount by which the distances do change is known as the stress. There
are several methods for calculating stress but the most common, and the one used by
default in libraries such as MATLAB6 and Scikit - Learn in Python7, is the Kruskal’s
normalized stress 1 criterion method (Kruskal, 1964) so this was used for this research.
6http://uk.mathworks.com/products/matlab/
7(Pedregosa et al., 2011) http://scikit-learn.org/
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of rotation vector components and the first and second deriva-
tives in the dataset, using 50 bins. Rotation vector components are measured in radians
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where di j is the original distance between samples i and j, d̂i j is the scaled distance,
and there are N samples. In other words it the sum of the square error normalised by
the original distances. If the stress is zero it would be a perfect scaling, and there is no
theoretical upper limit.
Borg and Groene (2005) provides a detailed description of MDS theory. Here we
present a brief overview of the specific MDS algorithm that was used. The method is
one of the family of none linear methods were the stress is optimised iteratively. First
it is initialised with what is referred to as classical MDS scaling:
The distances between all n utterances are arranged into an n×n square distance matrix
D. From here a centring matrix C is calculated as
C = I(n)− 1
n
O(n), (3.3)
where I(n) and O(n) are the n× n identity matrix and one filled matrix respectively.





We then calculate the eigenvectors and their respective eigenvalues of D′. Any negative
eigenvalues are discarded and the remaining eigenvalues are arranged into descending
order in a diagonal matrix λ, and the respective eigenvectors are placed into a matrix
X . The scaled matrix S is then found by
S = λX . (3.5)
The first p columns are kept to reduce to p dimensions, and then the stress can be
calculated. If there are less than p columns in S then extra columns can be added with
zero padding.
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(a) All speakers (Stress: 0.78)













(b) Three speakers (Stress: 0.35)
Figure 3.3: Relative cross entropy distances between samples reduced to two dimen-
sions using MDS, lower case letters represent read samples and capital letters free
speech. Speaker identity is given by letter and colour
At this point S is optimised iteratively with respect to the stress criterion used. A
detailed description of the process is available in (Coxon, 1982, pp 60 – 84), however,
in essence it is a variation of Hill Climbing Optimisation.
Figure 3.3 shows the cross entropy distances between the samples rescaled with MDS
down to two dimensions. In the diagram the read speech clusters are represented with
lower case letters and free speech with capital letters. Each speaker has its own letter
and colour. Trying to view all the speakers together does not reveal any obvious pat-
terns and is difficult to understand. By inspecting three speakers only we can see that
there does seem to be some clusters within the data, though they are not very distinct.
The mean and variance of the distances between two samples under different condi-
tions, namely different tasks and speakers, are given in Table 3.5. The mean distance
between tasks was calculated so that the only the distances between samples of the
same speaker were considered. As can be seen in Table 3.5 the difference between
both conditions is greater than distances within the condition for both speaker and
task.
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In Appendix A, Tables A.1, A.3, and A.2 show the mean distances between each speaker,
overall, for free speech, and for read speech respectively. As in this representation it
is difficult to see any patterns the results are also shown in Figures 3.4, 3.6, and 3.5 as
“heat maps”. Additionally the mean results are given in Table 3.5. Here we see that
there is a strong diagonal as would be expected if head motion is speaker dependant.
We can also see that for read speech speakers are more distinct from one another than
for free speech.
Table 3.5 shows that the mean distance between free speech samples is lower than
the distance between tasks, while the mean distance between read speech samples is
greater than the distance between tasks. This might imply a greater variety in read
speech samples than free speech. Though the difference is very small so the effect is
probably slight. Interestingly both free and read speech have lower average distance
than the mean distance between read and free samples. This does imply there is some
task dependency as one would expect.
In Table 3.5 also shows the mean distance between speakers is greater than the distance
of samples from one speaker. This implies that different speakers have very different
head motion. Additionally the heat maps confirm this through the strong diagonal. It is
important to note that the mean distance between speakers is greater than the distance
between tasks. The implication is that head motion is more speaker dependent than
task dependent.
Overall the data implies that counter-intuitively it is perhaps better to use read speech
as it will have more variety, and hence be more interesting. This is despite the fact
that one would think that the free speech would give more natural head motion. Al-
ternatively the method for eliciting free speech might not be appropriate for this type
of participant. By this we mean that either other methods of eliciting free speech,
or a different type of participant such as a professional actor would produce different
results.
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Between tasks 8.49e-01 5.31e-04
Within speaker 7.54e-01 7.17e-02
Between speakers 8.48e-01 5.55e-04






The second implication is that speaker independent models are not appropriate as there
seems to be a large dependency on the participant.
As mentioned earlier it is interesting to see if there is a correlation between the cross
entropy distance of the head motion and the speaking rate of the samples. This corre-
lation is given in Table 3.6.
Considering correlations greater than 0.1 are considered significant it is interesting to
note that the correlation between difference in speaking rate and difference in head
motion is only present between free speech samples, not between read samples. A
possible cause is that people who speak faster during free speech have similar speaking
style and head motion styles, while the differences in read speech are dominated by the
speaker, and so the difference in speaking rate is of secondary importance.
















































































Figure 3.4: Heat map of the mean distance between all samples of one speaker to
another
















































































Figure 3.5: Heat map of the mean distance between samples from one speaker to
another for free speech only
















































































Figure 3.6: Heat map of the mean distance between samples from one speaker to
another for read speech only
Chapter 4
Methodology for Head Motion
Synthesis Evaluation
4.1 Subjective and Objective Evaluation Background
There are two types of head motion synthesis evaluation. Objective evaluation mea-
sures show how similar head motion is to the original. This gives an indication if the
current synthesis method preforms better than either existing systems or earlier ver-
sions of new methods as they are being developed. This is because one would assume
that motion capture is the gold standard.
Subjective testing on the other hand is arguably more important as this reflects the
usability of the developed synthesis systems. However, subjective testing is more time
consuming and expensive. Thus when building a system one would generally first
use objective evaluation during prototyping and then subjective testing for the final
analysis.
As far as can be ascertained there has been no formal study into the evaluation of head
motion synthesis in the literature. This is not to say that reasonable methods have not
55
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been used in the literature, but which of these methods is the most appropriate has not
been tested. As the goal of the objective evaluation is to predict the results of subjective
testing, first the method and typical results of a subjective test must be found. Once
this is done then an objective test that gives similar these should be developed.
This chapter presents both the subjective and objective testing methodology that we
developed and tested. We will first show the theoretical basis of the methods we chose
for comparison and then the results of experiments that confirm the appropriateness
of the methods. The end of the chapter presents an analysis and discussion of the
experiments in head motion evaluation. From this discussion we are able to make
recommendations for subjective evaluation and show an objective evaluation method
that is more informative than those currently being used.
4.2 Subjective Evaluation
4.2.1 Types of Subjective Evaluation and Their Prior Use
In Section 2.3 we discussed existing methods for synthesising head motion. Here we
will briefly present how the researchers performed their subjective evaluation on their
systems. As was mentioned in Section 2.3 head motion synthesis is either done with 3D
models or by joining parts of videos together. As this research utilises 3D models only
methods for that used this type of animation will be discussed and examined. In terms
of rendering style and model shape there are three methods that are appropriate for 3D
models that have been previously used in the literature. The first, and most common,
is to use 3D models that are textured to have a human-like skin, eye colour, mouth, and
hair. Choi et al. (2001), Busso et al. (2005) , Sargin et al. (2008), and Le et al. (2012)
are all examples of prior research that have used this method. Less common is to use
3D models that are still realistic in structure but have not been textured i.e. smooth
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shaded. Massaro et al. (1998), Munhall et al. (2004), and Hofer (2009) are examples
of this approach. While not used for head motion synthesis so far, some early work by
Hadar et al. (1983) used the information available from silhouettes for analysis. The
results from the Hadar et al. (1983) study are widely used in head motion research, thus
it is appropriate to evaluate if silhouettes would be useful for subjective evaluation.
There are two common ways of presenting different types of synthesis used in speech
technologies like TTS and head motion synthesis. The first is an A/B test, the second
is a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test. In an A/B test participants state a preference
between two samples. Depending on the implementation they may be able to select
no preference. Alternatively the participants have to pick one of the samples, in which
case it is called an A/B Forced choice.
A MOS test has the participants rate the samples on a fixed scale, usually between 5
and 10 points. Where the scale represents quality from bad at zero to excellent at the
other extreme. In this test each sample is presented individually.
For evaluating similar quality signals the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
recommends an variation of a MOS test called a MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden Ref-
erence and Anchor (MUSHRA) test1. In this test subjects rate their preference with a
continuous slider. On the slider certain regions have been marked as: Bad, Poor, Fair,
Good, and Excellent. In a MUSHRA test all of the different types of stimuli are shown
at once. The participants are able to repeatedly listen to the samples until they have
decided on all of the ratings. This is as opposed to a MOS test where only one type of
sample is shown at a time.
In a MUSHRA test a labelled reference is given against which the other samples are
compared. Additionally among the samples that are being evaluated there is a ‘hidden
1 The ITU standard is for MUSHRA implementation is: Method for the Subjective Assessment
of Intermediate Quality Level of Coding System, International Telecommunications Union Radio-
communications Assembly, Standard number: ITU-R Rec. BS.1534-1, (2003), Available at http:
//www.itu.int/dms_pubrec/itu-r/rec/bs/R-REC-BS.1534-0-200106-S!!PDF-E.pdf
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reference’ and a ‘hidden anchor’. What this means is that among the samples the
reference signal is given again. Also a sample that has been deliberately degraded to a
worst case scenario which is called the anchor. These give the upper and lower bounds
against which the other samples are rated. In the case of head motion synthesis we
have a convenient reference: the original motion capture. The ITU recommends using
a low pass filtered version of the reference as the anchor.
The original ITU recommendations are based on testing quality of audio modification
an example application would be testing compression algorithms. The standard was
not specifically intended for speech technology, so not necessarily all of the recom-
mendations are relevant to this application.
The problem with MUSHRA and MOS testing is that they are prone to bias which can
originate from many different sources (Zielinski et al., 2007). For the most part these
can be addressed by designing the interface and experimental conditions according to
recommended practice. Additionally a researcher should obtain obtaining a sufficient
number of samples from all of the subjects for statistical confidence. However, we
wanted to examine which of these biases would be important in head motion synthesis
evaluation.
It is important to remember that what we seek in an objective evaluation is the largest
difference in the scores between good and bad synthesis, not the highest possible score.
For example if the participant was shown no movement and motion capture and they
rated both very highly it will not be a useful test.
4.2.2 Considerations for Subjective Evaluation
While there are potentially hundreds of factors that can influence the outcome of eval-
uations we limited ourselves to what we thought would be the most important factors
that could cause bias and can be mitigated by experimental design. These factors are:
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• What type of animation should be used?
• How long does the training phase need to be?
• How long can the test last before the participants become bored and stop paying
attention?
• Can only native speakers of the language be used as participants?
• Does the listening environment have a significant impact on the results?
Going through these factors in more detail. The famous uncanny valley effect (Seyama
and Nagayama, 2007) could mean that too realistic animation might all be considered
‘creepy’. While with a less realistic animation the participants can focus on the move-
ment. However, if the animation is too unrealistic it may not be possible for partici-
pants to tell the difference between good and bad animation.
In fact the type of animation has already been shown to have a large impact on a sub-
jective evaluation (Hofer, 2009). However, (Hofer, 2009) did not compare his results
to head motion that is guaranteed to look natural but is definitely not synchronised. He
compared the subjective evaluation results of different types of animation using mo-
tion capture, synthesised motion, and randomly generated head motion gestures. This
random case may create results that look very unnatural, and one cannot be sure of the
quality of synthesised motion.
It should be noted that eye and lip movement have a large impact on the perception
of naturalness (Massaro et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2002). Thus they need to be excluded
or participants will also focus on their quality. Even if the eye and lip motion are the
same for all types of head motion, the participants will rate both good and bad head
motion as being unnatural if the lip and eye motion is poor. In the (Hofer, 2009) study
lip and eye motion were also included which may have influenced the results.
Most people are not used to evaluating head motion. Thus they are not capable of
immediately differentiating between good and bad head motion. Participants also need
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to get used to the interface used in the experiment. In speech synthesis research this is
addressed by including a training phase (Benoı̂t et al., 1996). For head motion it is not
known how long the training phase would need to be. A training phase is also needed
in other speech technology applications, and the ITU MUSHRA standard (Footnote 1)
includes a training phase. These points strengthens the case for the use of a training
phase in head motion synthesis testing.
Mental fatigue during difficult tasks is a well studied field. In particular Orden et al.
(2000) showed that performance in visual tasks would degrade over a sustained period.
As head motion comparisons are a visual task this would mean that the participants’
ability to differentiate head motion quality would get worse over time. Additionally
Persson et al. (2007) found that fatigue impacts on ‘interference tasks’. Simply put this
is the process of filtering out relevant data, which would be part of making comparisons
between stimuli, further affecting the results. This effect is not only psychological, by
using an EEG Boksem et al. (2005) were able to show that as fatigue increased so
attention decreased indicating that there would not be method to prevent this effect
with the correct instructions, and that all participants would probably experience this
problem. All told this means that subjective evaluation cannot last for too long. As
fatigue during head motion evaluation has not been directly studied, the maximum
length of the evaluation will also need to be determined.
Being able to conduct head motion synthesis evaluation over the internet would be
far more convenient compared to bringing participants into a laboratory. However,
Reips (2002) warns that it is possible that other factors in the environment can skew
results. Further (Kittur et al., 2008) warns that not all experiments can be done online.
Nevertheless, Buchholz and Latorre (2011) showed that online evaluation is suitable
for preference testing. Furthermore Wolters et al. (2010) found that online evaluation
can be used for speech quality testing, despite the fact that audio quality is known
to change between headphones and speakers. So while there is little doubt that the
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environment in which one performs the evaluation will have an impact on the results,
the effect may not be large. Alternatively if the results from online testing have a
similar distribution to those from an evaluation performed in a laboratory, possibly
after some reasonable transform, then the different conditions can be controlled for.
There is little doubt that culture has an impact on which gestures you produce when
you speak, and this has long been studied (Graham and Argyle, 1975). In particular
native language has a large impact on the types of gesture you would make Kita (2009).
However, despite producing different gestures, what we perceive as natural may not be
dependent on culture. In effect we may be taking culture into account when evaluating
head motion. A broad test for this would be to determine if native English and non-
native English speakers give the same, or similar results. If this is the case then both
can be used for subjective evaluation, if not, then it would be important to determine
if other native speakers of English, but from a different culture give the same results,
for example US native English speakers, recalling that our dataset consists only of UK
native English speakers. Otherwise if culture has a large impact on the evaluation of
head motion synthesis it is important that it is taken into account when conducting
evaluation.
To find the impact of the above mentioned factors two experiments were conducted.
The first will examine:
• The length of the training phase
• The length of the test
• The type of rendering
The second will examine:
• The types of participant
– Native or Non-native English Speakers
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– Male or Female
• The listening environments
– Laboratory or over internet
– Headphones or speakers
• The expected results for different types of head motion trajectories
To meet these aims the first experiment will be very long and show multiple types of
rendering, be conducted in a laboratory, and only use native English speakers. While
the second experiment will be conducted over the internet, will use all types of partici-
pants, and both headphones and speakers. In this experiment only the type of rendering
that gave the best results in the first experiment will be used, and the length of the ex-
periment will be limited to what was found to be appropriate in the first experiment.
To determine the length of training phase the results between the participants will be
compared and when they are similar then the training phase is complete and the results
before that point should be discarded. The length of the test, or point of boredom,
will either show up as the scores all tending to same regardless of the rendering type,
becoming random regardless of the rendering type, or the results between participants
no longer being consistent.
The second experiment uses the same interface as the first, except only using the correct
rendering type and the correct length for the experiment. For the second experiment
the difference between native and non-native speakers and between headphones and
speakers can all be determined using statistical significance testing. The necessity of
using a laboratory can be evaluated by comparing the results to the first experiment
again using statistical significance.
The other goal of the second experiment is to determine the expected results with an
anchor, in this case the anchor will be head motion shaped noise, the generation of
which is described below.
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The next two sections will give details of each experiment, the results, and some pre-
liminary analysis. The full analysis and discussion will is presented in Section 4.4.
4.2.3 Experiment 1: Length of Test and Animation Style
4.2.3.1 Experimental setup
The aims for this experiment were to determine which type of rendering should be used
and how long the test should run for. In Figures 4.1 and 4.2 stills of the videos used for
the different types of rendering are shown. While Figure 4.3 shows a screen grab of the
web interface used for the test. The users are able to repeat each video as many times
as they wish, in any order they like. As both data from Male and Female speakers was
used, two models were needed. All speakers on one gender used the model which was
appropriate. These 3D models are bundled with Poser 2 which was also used to create
the animations from the trajectories. The silhouette was generated from the same the
3D models used for the other types of rendering.
As was previously mentioned it is important to remove the impact of eye and lip mo-
tion. Eye and lip motion are linked to head motion, so reusing them will not be ap-
propriate (Lee et al., 2002). This means that the eyes and lips must be obscured. We
showed three volunteers some samples and asked them to pick which looked the best
from:
• A black block over the eyes and mouth
• A head with no eyes or mouth
• A “news blurring” effect
The feedback was that while the news blurring and black box seemed about the same,
removing the nose and mouth was very creepy. However, news blurring made it more
2http://my.smithmicro.com/poser-3d-animation-software.html
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(a) Silhouette (b) Smooth shaded (c) Textured
Figure 4.1: Animation stills for male speakers for experiment to determine the type of
rendering that is appropriate for subjective evaluation
(d) Silhouette (e) Smooth shaded (f) Textured
Figure 4.2: Animation stills for female speakers for experiment to determine the type of
rendering that is appropriate for subjective evaluation
difficult to see the head movement, so the black box option was chosen.
As the audio was always recorded the only differences between samples were the type
of rendering and whether the type of head motion trajectory
Four speakers, two male and two female, were chosen at random from the dataset for
the evaluation. Two types of motion were included in the evaluation. The first was the
original motion capture and the second was also motion capture but from a different
sample of the same speaker. The former was the gold standard, and the second was
used to be analogous to natural looking but desynchronised speech synthesis. This
would be more difficult to differentiate from the original than completely random mo-
tion or ‘head motion shaped’ noise. While random motion is a worst case scenario, the
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Figure 4.3: Web interface used for all subjective evaluations, showing layout and in-
structions
aim of this experiment is not to find the full scale. Instead we aimed to find which ren-
dering with which the participants were best able to distinguish between high quality
synthesis systems and motion capture. Including a third animation type like random
motion would greatly increase the length test and was not needed for this goal so it was
excluded. The same amount of each animation type, speaker, and motion type were
shown to each participant.
The experiment consisted of 72 pairs of videos. This would take approximately an
hour for a participant to complete. Each video was approximately 10 s long, though
they were cut so that they did not end mid-sentence. More videos were generated than
any one participant would see. The videos were shown in a random order of animation
type, speaker, and sample from the speaker, which was different for each participant.
This should remove any order bias in the average scores. The reference video was
always on the left and was always motion capture. The participants were told that
it was the reference. This meant that the higher the score the better the animation,
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making the results easier to interpret. If it had not always been motion capture then
interpretation of the results becomes difficult. The reference videos were chosen from
different samples than the evaluation videos. The reference and test videos were the
same animation type. For the all the animations the head motion included rotation and
translation. While it would be ideal to include an anchor in the test, the amount of
stimuli would mean that adding a third type of animation would mean a much longer
test, and require many more participants, thus it was left for the next experiment to
determine the range of expected results by including the anchor.
For this test the participants were seated in a sound booth and presented with the stimuli
on a computer, using a web browser. The participants had headphones and the sound
booths are a low noise environment. This should remove environmental factors in the
evaluation. By using the same model of headphones for all participants the listening
environment should be the same and so should also not be a factor in this experiment.
Adjacent to the sound booths is a control room where the experimenter was seated.
The participants were asked to rate on a seven point scale “How similar is the video on
the right to video on the left”. This is a combination of MOS and MUSHRA methods.
Due to screen size constraints only one stimulus is shown at a time like a MOS test, but
a reference is provided so that the results have an upper anchor. More than two videos
on the screen would mean that they become too small and hard to judge. As mentioned
previously time constraints mean that a lower anchor could not be included, which
meant a proper MUSHRA test would not be possible. A small pilot version of this
experiment with only three participants showed that a reference was needed, otherwise
pure MOS methodology would have been used at this stage. As a MUSHA test has 6
boundaries between 5 categories and we wanted to include a ‘no preference’ option, a
seven point scale was used.
The participants were specifically told that the audio was recorded and not to base
their evaluation on it. The participants then had the opportunity to ask questions from
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of age for participants in Experiment 1
the experimenter before they began. The experimenter remained in a control room
during the evaluation in case the participants had further questions once they started.
The participants were not allowed to re-evaluate videos once they made their decision.
The participants were allowed to view both videos as many times as they liked before
making their decision. The experimenter did not know the order of presentation for
any of the speakers so as to maintain a double blind standard.
4.2.3.2 Results
Twenty participants were recruited, however, the results of one were excluded because
they rated all videos the same. All the participants were native English speakers of
which 11 were native to the UK. There were 10 male and 9 female participants and the
age distribution is shown in Figure 4.4.
The most important output of this experiment is the difference between the scores
from each participant between motion capture and desynchronised motion capture. It
is expected that initially participants will need to become accustomed to the test and so
they first will have a training phase, also after time they will become bored and their
answers will be meaningless.
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Different participants will perceive the differences to greater or lesser extents. So all
the scores are scaled to be on the unit interval for each participant individually. Ad-
ditionally each participant will be able to evaluate some speakers better than others
so the results from each speaker also have to be scaled separately. It is important to
note that this type of test will have each participant evaluate multiple pairs of videos
sequentially. Thus rather than examining the difference in scores for each pair indi-
vidually, it is more useful to look at a window of pairs. This window represents the
expected results for a test where everything before is regarded as training examples
and everything after is meaningless due to participants loosing interest. The effect of
this process is similar to smoothing.
In Figure 4.5 the mean difference in score over the window between the original motion
capture and the desynchronised motion capture. This is graphed separately for each
animation type. From this graph it seems that the smooth shaded model is the least
suitable as it does not have discriminatory power of either silhouettes or fully textured
videos.
In Figure 4.6 we have replotted the same data as Figure 4.5 but now we have included
the standard deviation for both of the rendering types that might be suitable. From the
figure it is clear that the standard deviation of the silhouette animation is lower than that
of the textured ones. However, the textured animation is consistently above zero, which
means participants consistently rate the synchronised higher than the desynchronised
samples. Also the peak difference is higher for textured models. This implies that it is
better to use realistic models, as would be expected.
It is important to note that this test was meant to be a worst case scenario, normally
a test would also have a condition such as noise, to anchor the lower end of the test.
In the second experiment we will include head motion shaped noise so that we would
also have an idea of the range of results one could expect.
With regards to the length of the test, Figure 4.6 shows that the due to the high variance
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at least the first 10 samples should be considered training data at a minimum. The
useful period seems to be from approximately sample 10 to 40. After this period the
variance begins to increase again which would indicate that the participants have lost
focus.
A total of 40 samples equates to a test of up to approximately half an hour. Table 4.1
shows some key statistics about the results from the period. First it should be noted that
the variance of smooth shaded rendering is higher than both silhouettes and textured
rendering. The variance of silhouettes and textured rendering are very similar. Also
the mean difference in score the silhouette is slightly higher than the textured rendering
but both are much great than smooth shaded. It is interesting to note that there was no
significant difference in the amount of time it takes participants to make their decision.
Table 4.1: Key statistics of the difference between the rescaled scores of motion capture
and desynchronised motion for pairs 10 to 40
Silhouette Smooth shaded Textured
Mean difference 0.20 0.04 0.14
Variance 0.06 0.10 0.08
Mode difference 0.20 0.04 0.14
Mean time for decision 32.3 s 31.7 s 32.1 s
Variance 16.7 18.0 14.8
Figure 4.7 shows the distribution of scores after they been normalised as above. This
figure shows that for textured samples more synchronised samples are rated higher and
desynchronised samples are rated lower than samples with the other types of rendering.
Though the difference is not very large.
What is somewhat surprising is that the smooth shaded model performed so poorly.
While it is impossible to state for certain what was the cause, based on informally
speaking to some of the participants after the experiment, it is probably the case that
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Figure 4.5: Difference between a 10 sample wide window of scores normalised by par-
ticipant and speaker of motion capture and desynchronised motion capture for different
types of rendering as the number of samples already viewed increases
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Figure 4.6: Differences of score showing standard deviation
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Figure 4.7: Histogram of the scores for synchronised and desynchronised speech.
Scores are normalised by speaker and participant, the histogram is normalised to have
an area totalling 1.0 so that it can be used as a pdf.
this unusual presentation was too distracting. One participant in particular stated that
to him, the silhouette was like listening to a speaker and only being able to see their
shadow. The implication is that while silhouettes are less human-like, it is not implau-
sible to listen to someone and only see a silhouette. On the other hand the textured
model is as closest to looking like an actual person in this experiment. This leaves the
smooth shaded model as neither the best at looking human, nor a proxy for a reasonable
scenario, which may explain why it performed worse than the other options.
Because the difference in mean score is not very large between textured and silhouette
animation, the deciding factor as to which is best to use falls to consistency. In this
case, when participants have textured animation they are always able to rate the syn-
chronised motion higher than the desynchronised motion, while with silhouettes there
are times when they rate desynchronised motion higher. This in turn means that we
should be using textured head motion in subjective evaluations.
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Table 4.2: Make-up of participants for Experiment 2
Male 10 Female 13
Native 15 Non-native 8
Speakers 15 Headphones 8
4.2.4 Experiment 2: Participant and Environment Suitability
4.2.4.1 Experimental setup
The second experiment had a similar experimental setup to the first. In this experiment
the length of the test was 36 pairs of videos as this was the within the bounds found
to be appropriate by the first experiment. Similarly only textured models were used as
they were found to be the type of rendering with which participants were best able to
differentiate between different quality head motion trajectories.
The aim of this experiment was to determine if participants needed to be in a sound
booth or would over the internet experiments be suitable. Related to this is whether the
participants needed to use headphones or would speakers suffice. We also wished to
establish who would be suitable participants. An additional aim was to determine the
range of MOS scores one could expect from as subjective test with a hidden reference
and hidden anchor as used in MUSHRA testing.
Participants were thus recruited to perform the experiment online. They were allowed
to use headphones or speakers which accounts for both possible methods which partic-
ipants would view the videos. Additionally not all the participants were native English
speakers. At the start of the experiment these demographics were collected. The de-
mographics of the participants that took part in this experiment are given in Table 4.2.
Note that the participants from the first experiment were not brought back. This is due
to the fact that they already have experience and this could skew the results.
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The types of rendering shown were motion capture, desynchronised motion capture,
and the anchor was random smooth ‘head motion shaped noise’. This was generated
by first creating white - noise then taking the Fourier Transform of the head motion
trajectories and applying it as a filter in the frequency domain to the white - noise.
Then we invert the noise back into the time domain and apply five point Gaussian
smoothing.
The instructions were the same as the first experiment and the scale was still seven
points. Other than the inclusion of a demographics questionnaire at the start of the
experiment the interface was the same as the first experiment.
We wished to either confirm or reject the Null Hypothesis that two groups gave differ-
ent results, thus the Student’s T-test was the appropriate measure (Field, 2013, pp. 303
– 304). This tests the similarity of two distributions, if they are too similar then the
Null Hypothesis cannot be rejected, implying that the results of the two groups would
be the same. This is the case when the T-test’s score, p, is high. So a high p value
would indicate that the two different groups being tested would give the same ratings
to each type of head motion trajectory (synchronised, desynchronised, or noise).
4.2.4.2 Results
The Student’s T-test was carried out after each participant’s results were scaled to the
unit range as per Experiment 1. The results are given in Table 4.3. Bearing in mind
that p values of greater than 0.05 are considered high (Field, 2013, pp. 303 – 304),
the p values are all beyond the range where we can exclude the null hypothesis. Thus
we can conclude that the different the groups of participants give the same distribution
of normalised results. That being said, some pairs of groups are more different than
others, but none of the differences are statistically significant.
The second aim of the experiment was to get a sense of the values one might expect
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Table 4.3: Student’s T-test results (p values) for the distribution of opinion scores, nor-
malised by participant and speaker, between pairs of groups of different participants
Participants Original Desynchronised Head Motion Shaped Noise
Male and Female 0.67 0.34 0.51
Native and nonnative 0.66 0.77 0.69
Headphone and Speakers 0.98 0.12 0.22
Table 4.4: Mean opinion scores from Experiment 2, normalised results are obtained by
rescaling results to the unit range by participant and speaker, then calculating the mean
Participants Original Desynchronised Head Motion Shaped Noise
Male 4.51 4.33 3.16
Female 4.90 4.62 3.49
Native 4.77 4.56 3.45
Nonnative 4.67 4.38 3.13
Headphone 4.71 4.57 3.51
Speakers 4.74 4.46 3.04
Mean results 4.73 4.51 3.34
Mean normalised results 0.57 0.52 0.41
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from a seven point MOS test. As stated above the conditions we tested were original,
desynchronised, and head motion shaped noise. The MOS scores broken down by
group are given in Table 4.4. We have given the unnormalised form so that the absolute
values can be seen. We can see that certain groups have higher ratings than others, but
the test before shows that this is only the absolute rating. The ratings of the types of
trajectories relative to other types are the same across all groups of participants.
4.3 Objective Measures
4.3.1 Canonical Correlation Analysis and Head Motion Synthesis
One of the most commonly used correlation tests for two streams of multivariate data,
such as head motion trajectories and speech features, is Canonical Correlation Anal-
ysis (CCA) (Alpert and Peterson, 1972; Lambert and Durand, 1975). It was formally
introduced by Hotelling (1936) and is analogous to a multidimensional extension to
Pearson’s correlation. The idea is to map two streams of data, which may not be
the same width, onto a common hyperplane and then find the Pearson’s correlation
between vectors in that plane. For two streams of multivariate data arranged into a ma-
trix, where each of the rows corresponds to one observation, X∈Rn×T and Y∈Rm×T ,
and cor is the Pearson’s correlation function, the canonical correlation score ρ(c) is
defined to be
ρ
(c) = cor(a′X,b′Y), (4.1)
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It is also useful to define
U1 = a′X (4.3)
V1 = b′Y (4.4)
This process is then repeated with the added constraint that new a and b are uncor-
related with the first and so on. The complete set of these vectors is A and B. The
complete sets of U and V are known as canonical variables or scores. These vectors
lie on the hyperplane mentioned above. X is mapped onto the hyperplane by A and Y
is mapped onto the hyperplane by B.
There are several methods for solving for A and B. For instance the one implemented
in Matlab is based on singular value decomposition 3.
Canonical correlation scores are always positive and lie on the range [0,1]. Because
it is maximised, negative correlation would be converted to a positive ρ(c) value by
the mapping vectors a or b changing direction. Like Pearson’s correlation a result of
zero indicates no correlation, while a result of one would indicate a perfect correlation.
Traditionally any correlation above 0.1 is considered significant (Alpert and Peterson,
1972). CCA values are traditionally denoted ρ.
There are is an important limitation in that CCA operates on each row individually,
i.e. it is a frame-wise function. This means that CCA does not take into account
the temporal ordering of the streams (Alpert and Peterson, 1972). One can mitigate
this effect by adding derivatives to the data streams. It is also known that if there are
too few data points CCA can identify spurious correlations and thus will show a high
correlation when there is none (Lambert and Durand, 1975). Despite these limitations
many researchers, such as Busso et al. (2007) and Hofer (2009), use CCA as part of
the object evaluation of head motion synthesis.
Due to these limitations we tested CCA to determine if it was suitable for head motion
3http://www.mathworks.co.uk/help/stats/canoncorr.html
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synthesis evaluation. The key benchmark is whether or not it is able to show the
difference between trajectories synchronised with audio and those that may follow
natural head motion trajectories but are unsynchronised with the audio. Beyond that
it would be useful if the results of the objective test predict the results of a subjective
evaluation. In the rest of this section we will show that CCA in its standard form is
not suitable for head motion synthesis evaluation based on these criteria. We will then
show in the next section a modification to the standard method of applying CCA that
provides more useful results.
It is common in the literature to use short sentences for analysis of the relationship
between acoustic and head motion. We will show that this is not a good choice for
analysing this relationship. This is due to the fact that it would only show correlations
that are short term which cannot be used for head motion synthesis evaluation. By
this we mean that the correlations that are found on short utterances only exist for that
sample.
Concatenating samples is the correct way to find the correlation between two streams
of data. This is because taking the mean of multiple samples shows only the short term
correlations, while concatenating shows the overall correlation. Because CCA does
not take ordering of samples into account the concatenation boundaries do not have to
be treated specially. We will term the mean CCA score of all the short utterances as
local correlation, ρl , and CCA of all the samples concatenated as global correlation,
ρg. If the short utterances are concatenated then these correlations almost disappear.
In other words despite ρl being high, when calculating ρg the correlation is shown to
be much lower.
To examine the difference between local and global CCA we took the short utterances
recorded by Hofer (2009) and concatenated them. This gave approximately 10 minutes
of data. From here we calculated the global CCA between MFCCs, F0, and Energy,
and the head motion trajectory (these were the features used by Hofer (2009)). We
























Figure 4.8: Global and local CCA between speech features and head motion. CCA was
calculated with different sized windows, for global the windows were concatenated, for
local the mean correlation of the windows was found.
then divided the data into various sized windows to simulate different lengths of ut-
terances. We started at 2 s and went to 100 s (compared to the 600s available). The
results are given in Figure 4.8. This figure shows that local CCA quickly trends to-
wards global CCA as the size of utterance increases. So CCA should be computed on
larger segments of data.
To test if CCA is suitable under other conditions we computed several correlations
between different types of head motion trajectory and speech features. The first was
the original head motion to provide a baseline. The second was to head motion from
the same speaker but a different recording, in other words the desynchronised condi-
tion from the subjective evaluation testing. We also calculated the CCA scores between
speech features as head motion from a different speaker, and the last test was the corre-
lation of speech features and shaped noise generated the same way as in the subjective
evaluations. In all cases we included the first derivative of the trajectory.
Instead of only using the speech features we used above, we tested a wide variety of
options, with and without the dynamic features (first and second derivatives) included.
The legend for all the results is provided in Figure 4.9, where E is short for energy and
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D indicates that the dynamic features were included, we have also included a sample
correlation plot.
The correlations between head motion trajectories and speech features are shown in
Figure 4.10. In this graph the samples marked long are all from the UoE-HAS dataset,
while the samples marked read and free are short utterances that were recorded with
the same recording conditions as the UoE-HAS database, except that these were short
utterances. The free speech was elicited by getting the participant to say a quote from
a film they knew and the read speech was also film quotes, but read off a Teleprompter.
Due to problems with the tracking short free speech was only available from one of
the two speakers who recorded short utterances. Thus it was not possible to calculate
the CCA for motion from a different speaker who recorded under the same conditions.
As we will discuss below, short recordings are not suitable for training so there was no
need to recapture the data.
Figure 4.10 shows some correlation. The problem is that for long utterances the corre-
lation does not change under different conditions significantly. For the short utterances
there were some differences. This shows that the behaviour of short and long utter-
ances are different. A real system would rely on longer utterances as they are the more
interesting and the avatars would need to be able to speak for long periods. The fact
that shorter utterances have different behaviour means that they are less suitable to be
used for training data compared to long utterances. The long utterances, even though
they are from different speakers, all have similar behaviour. Regardless, the fact that
longer utterances do not have different CCA scores despite the different conditions
shows that CCA is not suitable for objectively measuring the quality of head motion
synthesis.


































Figure 4.9: Legend of speech features used for testing objective measures for head
motion synthesis in Section4.3. E is short for energy, and D indicates that the first and
second derivative was included. Also included is a smaple plot of correlation between
speech features and head motion trajectories. Note that the order of the legend is the
same as in the plots.
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Figure 4.10: Global correlations between speech features and head motion trajectories
for different types of trajectory. Read and Free are short utterances, Long samples are
from UoE-HAS. Each column represents one sample from a different speaker.
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4.3.2 Forced Canonical Correlation Analysis
While CCA directly does not give informative results, we can still exploit the relation-
ship it finds. Considering that head motion is probably non-deterministic given only
speech features and not any psycho-linguistic information, using RMS error would
also not be a suitable measure. Instead we can look at how well the new head motion
duplicates the relationship to the original head motion. As this relationship is already
described by the CCA between the original head motion and the speech features we
can reuse the mapping matrices A and B and then calculate the correlation with the
synthesised head motion. Instead of seeing how well the new motion duplicates the
the original motion this will show how well the new motion replicates the relationship
between the original to the speech features.
We will term this new measure Forced CCA (FCCA) with the symbol ρ f . The name
is chosen to reflect that the scores are determined by forcing the reuse of the mapping
optimised for the original head motion. Mathematically we define it as





and X and X∗ are the original and synthesised head motion trajectories respectively,
and Y is the acoustic features trajectory. Or to put it into words, ρ f is the correlation
found by reusing the A and B matrices that were determined by calculating performing
CCA between the original trajectory and the acoustic features.
The results from performing FCCA are shown in Figure 4.11. The results for FCCA
with the original is obviously the same as the original CCA. What is clear is that
there is a definite decrease in the correlation scores when using FCCA with conditions
other than reusing the original trajectory. Also, in general, the lowest value was for
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noise, which is ideal. The exceptions in Figure 4.11 show very low correlations for all
conditions.
While some preliminary work is shown here about the use of speech features they will
be chosen to suit the synthesis system. Though it is already clear that some speech
features will be better suited for use with head motion synthesis than others.
4.4 Analysis and Discussion
This chapter presented our finding about subjective and objective evaluation methods.
In terms of subjective evaluation, by utilising a modified version of MUSHRA testing,
we found that the current practice of using realistic avatars was the best approach for
evaluating head motion. This is because during comparative testing participants are
reliably able to tell when head motion is synchronised.
Of particular importance was the guideline for the length of the test that was developed.
In general, the first 10 samples should be discarded as this would be a learning phase,
and the test should last approximately 30 minutes. This equates to a total of about 40
samples that are approximately 10 seconds long. While we used 10 second clips the
ideal length of samples that ensure the results are consistent should still be found.
While participants would give different absolute scores if one normalises the results
from each participant to be on the unit scale then the results are the same no matter
the demographics we tested nor whether was it important for them to come into a
laboratory.
With regards to objective evaluation, we found that the current common practice of
using CCA is not suited for this application. Firstly calculating the mean of the CCA
with small sentences does not give a meaningful result, secondly CCA by itself cannot
distinguish good and bad head motion. In the process we also showed that short and
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(a) Forced correlation of mismatching samples from the same speaker






















Figure 4.11: Forced CCA correlations between head motion and speech features for
the same samples of long speech from UoE-HAS that were used for Figure 4.10.
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long utterances have different relationships to speech features. This means that short
utterances should not be used for training data.
Instead of using standard CCA we introduced Forced CCA. This objective measure
shows the decrease in the quality of the head motion as the type of head motion de-
creases in appropriateness from original motion capture to head motion shaped noise.
Chapter 5
Template – Warping Based Head
Motion Synthesis
5.1 High Level Description of Template - Warping
Synthesis
In the majority of existing research rigid head motion is often expressed as Euler an-
gles. In this representation, as the head cannot rotate past a certain point there are
maximums in these angles. This is also true in rotation vectors. This in turn leads
the angles to have a wave-like motion when plotted individually over time, with the
trajectory showing clear peaks and valleys. An example of a head motion trajectory
is given in Figure 5.1. This trajectory segment is completely unprocessed data from
the UoE-HAS dataset. Normally one would apply some smoothing before any further
processing is done. This is only true if there the angles are treated separately. However,
An earlier version of this work was presented at Interspeech 2013 (Braude et al., 2013a)
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Rotation about "shaking" axis
Rotation about "nodding" axis
Rotation about "tilting" axis
Figure 5.1: An example of Euler Angle trajectories taken from motion capture before
any processing.
seldom in synthesis is this prior knowledge about the wave like nature of head motion
exploited.
HMMs are capable of recovering highly complex patterns in data. This means that
in standard HMM based synthesis methods dynamic constraints must be described ex-
plicitly or the movement may have discontinuities. If simple patterns are extracted then
this would mean that the dynamic constraints become implicit. This in turn means that
the synthesised head motion is guaranteed to be continuous and reasonably smooth. In
the case of head motion a simple method of segmenting the data is to define the borders
at the peaks and valleys of each of the angle’s trajectories.
This approach is similar to unit selection in speech synthesis. The primary difference
is that the nature of patterns allow for a much easier concatenation. This is due to the
fact that if the correct segmentation rule is used, any pattern can be followed by any
other pattern and it would still be continuous.
The number of patterns can be reduced by normalising the segments in both amplitude
and duration and by disregarding the initial position or offset of the segment. We
can ignore the initial position because the segments will be joined so that they are
contiguous and hence the offset is predetermined. These patterns can then be modified
to represent any particular segment by reversing the normalisation as appropriate. As
these patterns form the basis of the trajectory they can be seen as templates of motion
and so we refer to them as ‘templates’, and modifying the duration, amplitude and







Figure 5.2: A head motion trajectory of one rotation vector component annotated with
the segment boundaries (fine dashed lines) and the warping parameters for template -
warping based synthesis.
offset will be referred to as ‘warping’. Thus this method of creating the head motion
trajectories will be called ‘template - warping’ based synthesis.
Template - warping based synthesis requires the estimation of amplitude, duration, and
the offset which we will call collectively the warping parameters and are shown on a
sample segment of a head motion trajectory in Figure 5.2. Warping parameters can be
estimated from a statistical model.
Formally we will define a template as a function of time, duration, amplitude, and
constant offset as follows:








t = (dt ,at ,ct),
with duration d, amplitude a, and constant offset c, and time t.
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Definition 2. G(κ) is the set of all gi for i ∈ [1 . . . I] and for angle κ.
In this chapter we will show that through the use of this method one can create head
motion that is very similar to that found in data and find the appropriate amount of
templates for head motion. In addition we will present the details of how the segmen-
tation was performed to find the patterns and the choice of templates that were used in
the remainder of this research.
We will then show a GMM based approach to synthesis head motion from speech
features by predicting warping parameters using GMM regression, then performing a
time and amplitude warp on the templates. Next we will show a more sophisticated
approach than GMMs. In this modification we use machine learning to find clusters
of warping parameters joined to speech features. We then use a two level HMM to
recognise these clusters from speech features at synthesis time. Once the clusters have
been recognised GMM based regression is used to estimate the warping parameters.
This chapter will also present the results of subjective and objective evaluation which
was performed using the recommendations we developed in Chapter 4. These show
that template - warping based synthesis is able to outperform other state of the art
systems and is comparable to motion capture.
5.2 Segmentation
We will describe the rotation of the head in terms of rotation vectors (see Section 2.2.3),
and the components of the vector as rx, ry, and rz. Each component represents rotation
about a different orthogonal axis which we have shown in Figure 5.3. As has been
mentioned before we will be treating each angle separately. There are a few reasons
for this. The first is that creating a rule would be difficult for all three angles simultane-
ously. Secondly, in the previous section it was mentioned that the head motion in each
angle individually will exhibit a wave-like motion, this lends itself to the segmentation




Figure 5.3: Coordinate system about which the head is rotating
rule described below. Additionally this allows for a reduction in the amount of clusters
as will be described in Section 5.6.1, but essentially it is because with all three angles
being segmented simultaneously one would need to account for all possible combi-
nations of the segmentation that would be found by treating the angles individually.
This would necessitate an exponential growth in the amount of training data needed as
the amount of templates, clusters, and/or HMM states increase i.e. the famous curse
of dimensionality. Finally, it lends itself to generalisation to other applications with a
different amount of variables that need to be predicted.
The segmentation rule is defined to be:




In practice this means that the segments occur at the peaks and troughs of the wave
like motion as shown by the fine dashed lines in Figure 5.2. However, estimation of
the first derivative is prone to noise. To deal with this we first smoothed the trajectory
with a Gaussian filter that was set to be 5 frames wide. Additionally the minimum
segment was set to be 6 frames long. This is because Hadar et al. (1983) showed that
the fastest head motion is below 7 Hz. Considering that the sampling period of the
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motion capture system is 10 ms, would mean that 7 Hz is 14 frames and so 6 frames
is below the Nyquest sampling criterion (Phillips et al., 2008, p. 240) and will thus be
able to capture all the details of the head motion.
5.3 Choice of Templates
To determine how many templates should be used an unsupervised clustering approach
was used. In brief the process in was to train an HMM on each segment then use cross-
entropy distance for furthest neighbour clustering. This is based on the work by Smyth
(1997).
For all clustering algorithms one needs some measure of the similarity or dissimilarity
between samples. A popular choice is Euclidean distance. However, in this case it is
not appropriate because the samples may not be the same length. Instead we chose
to use cross entropy distance (see Section 3.5.1). As cross entropy distance requires
a probabilistic model of each sample so we used left - to - right HMMs. Note that
throughout this process the angles were treated separately and we are reporting the
mean results of the three angles.
The shortest duration of a segment was 6 frames so it was not meaningful to use more
than five states, as this would mean that not all the states would be occupied in all
samples. As such 3, 4, and 5 state HMMs were tried but the amount of states did
not have a significant impact on the results. This is not unexpected as the patterns
of motion are fairly simple. As the warping will adjust the amplitude and duration,
these are not needed during clustering and so all the segments were normalised so
the amplitude was 1 radian and the duration was 1 second using linear warping. The
normalisation took place before the clustering.
The next step was to estimate the cross-entropy distance between all pairs of segments.
This is an O(n2) operation and it is not trivial amount of time to calculate the distances.
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To make it computationally feasible only a subset of segments were used. We will call
this subset of segments the initialisers and they are selected at random. Below we
will discuss the clustering method but first we will show how we chose how many
initialisers are needed.
We need the amount of initialisers chosen to be such that it produced similar clusters.
This should be true no matter which initialisers are used provided they are randomly
selected. In other words the number of initialisers must be high enough so that the
clustering is consistent. To determine if there are enough initialisers for clustering we
performed the clustering multiple times with different random selections of initialis-
ers. We then see how similar the clustering is based on different initialisers. We then
repeat this process for a increasing amounts of initialisers until the clustering does not
increase in stability with more initialisers.
To determine how similar the clustering is when different initialisers are used we first
complete the clustering with multiple sets of initialisers. Then we train a set of HMMs
where each HMM is trained on all of the samples from one cluster. Between two
clusters from two different sets of initialisers we calculate the mean cross entropy
distance between all samples of both clusters using only the HMMs trained on the
whole clusters. This gives us a measure of the distance between the two clusters. This
process is then repeated between all the clusters of both sets of initialisers. We can
then combine these distances with with the stable matching algorithm to determine
cluster equivalence. The similarity of the clustering obtained by the two different sets
of initialisers is then given by the total distance between only the matching clusters.
For each amount of segments selected for use as initialisers we generated 10 different
sets of initialisers. We then calculated the similarity of the clustering at a selection
of values for the different amount of initialisers. The results of this test are shown in
Figure 5.4. For this experiment we used 5 clusters which was arbitrarily chosen. Based
on this Figure 5.4 250 initialisers are more than sufficient to ensure the clustering is
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Figure 5.4: Total distances between equivalent clusters for different sets of segments
(initialisers) as the amount of segments used for the clustering increases
independent of the selection of initialisers.
Once the cross-entropy distance between all the markers is calculated the next step is to
group them using k-furthest neighbour clustering as recommended by Smyth (1997).
This is a hierarchical clustering method. At each step the two closest clusters are
combined until only k clusters remain. The distance between the clusters is defined as
the furthest distance between any pair of points in each of the clusters hence the name
(Gonzalez, 1985).
To determine the amount of clusters that would be used. At each iteration of the clus-
tering algorithm the maximum intra-cluster and inter-cluster distance was calculated.
This is shown in Figure 5.5. When the distance between clusters is smaller than the
distance within samples of a cluster then too few clusters have been used. Thus Fig-
ure 5.5 shows that two or three clusters would be appropriate. We chose to use the
higher number as it was likely that this cluster was catching outliers.
To find suitable templates first one HMM was trained for each cluster in the same man-





















Figure 5.5: Maximum intra-cluster and inter-cluster distance for different number of
clusters trajectory segments
ner we did for determining the amount of initialisers required. Then all the segments
from the dataset were assigned to the cluster that gave the highest observation prob-
ability from the HMM. The segments were then plotted as 2D histograms which are
shown in Figure 5.6. In this diagram the time and amplitude are on the horizontal and
vertical axes respectively and darker areas indicates a higher frequency of a segments
passing through that point in amplitude at that time. The space was divided into 150
bins in both axes.
Based on Figure 5.6 it is clear that all the angles can use the same templates. It is also
apparent that only two templates are needed. It is possible to use a stored trajectory
or alternatively a function as a template. If a banked trajectory is to be used then
amplitude and time warping will reshape it to match the warping parameters. If a
function is being used then it should be chosen so that it can easily produce a trajectory
of the appropriate amplitude and duration. Based on Figure 5.6 the same two templates
are defined for all angles, namely:
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Figure 5.6: Segment trajectories assigned to different clusters, darker areas correspond
to higher amounts of trajectories having a particular amplitude at the given time
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Table 5.1: RMS Error for encoding with different templates, RMS amplitude of the origi-

































By replacing the segments with motions generated from templates we are in effect
encoding the trajectories. Thus a good objective test for these templates is to examine
the error introduced by encoding with the chosen templates. In Table 5.1 we can see
the RMS error when encoding with cosine templates, and as a comparison the RMS
error for a piecewise linear template. Also given in the table is the RMS amplitude
of the original motion trajectory to help interpret the results. From this table we can
see the approximation error is low when using cosine templates and so they are an
appropriate choice.
Thus far we have shown that template - warping can be used to used to parametrise
head motion. As there are few fewer segments than frames this means that far less
parameters need to be estimated from speech. Additionally by limiting the motion
to the templates the head cannot make completely unreasonable motion. In the next
section we will show the theoretical basis of synthesis using these warping parameters
instead of a frame-wise based prediction.
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5.4 Derivation of Template - Warping Based Synthesis
In this section we will show how template-warping based synthesis can be derived
from the general optimisation problem of maximising the likelihood of the head motion
given the speech features. The basic procedure is to split the head motion into segments
(see Section 5.2), and use the warping parameters as surrogates for the motion within
each segment. From there the warping parameters are optimised instead of the motion
directly.
In general, synthesising head motion can be phrased as a likelihood optimisation prob-
lem which finds the best head motion Y = [Yt ]Tt=1 given speech features X = [Xt ]
T
t=1
where Yt is a tuple of the head motion angles (ϕ,θ,ψ) of the head at time t, and Xt is
the speech features vector. Note that this derivation will hold true for rotation vector
components instead of angles, but we will use angles here purely because the symbols










P(Yt |Yt−1,Yt−2, . . . ,Y0,X). (5.4)
When considering head motion as a series of segments let the time index of the start of
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g(K)(t) |g(K)(t−1), . . . ,g(K)(0),X
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. (5.8)
However, the movement within a segment is completely determined by the warping
parameters within that segment. So (5.8) can be changed to reflect that only the warp-
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. (5.10)
We now take the Markov assumption and assume that each segment parameters only






























is constant when optimising












Additionally there is a requirement that head motion is continuous so c is determined
for all segments by the segments that have already been synthesised. This means that
only the template choice, amplitude, and duration must be optimised. Also in general
















Where κ is the angle for which new warping parameters are needed.
This is the problem that will be solved in the remainder of this chapter.
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of the speed of head motion segments, lines indicate the bound-
ary between fast, medium, and slow movement
5.5 Template Warping Based Synthesis System
We seek to estimate warping parameters from speech using a probabilistic model. A
GMM is a reasonable model to use initially, especially because other researchers have
successfully used a GMM based synthesiser before, and GMMs are easy to implement
and train. We can also use some prior information. First we know that the two tem-
plates alternate, so we do not have to predict which template to use. Second, we found
that there is some improvement when splitting the segments into clusters based on their
speed.
This second piece of prior knowledge is based on the fact that both Hadar et al. (1983)
and McClave (2000) found that head motion can be split into fast, medium, and slow
movements. To compare to the Hadar and McClave we express the speed as frequency
and show the distribution of the speed of head motion segments in Figure 5.7. The
diagram indicates the boundaries between slow, medium, and fast motion which are in
line with Hadar et al. (1983) and McClave (2000).




























Figure 5.8: Synthesis and training process for GMM based template - warping head
























Figure 5.9: Template - warping parameter selection with a GMM based predictor for
head motion synthesis
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After splitting the segments into the speed categories the warping parameters are syn-
thesised with a GMM trained on each segment. The training and synthesis procedure
are illustrated in Figure 5.8. In detail the training procedure is as follows:
1. Segment the training data
2. Split the segments into different speed categories with the splits at 4.5 Hz and
6.5 Hz.
3. Create training vectors which are comprised of output warping parameters, in-
put warping parameter, and speech features. Input warping parameters are the
previous warping parameters for the current angle and the warping parameters
for the other angles at the time of change. Speech features will be discussed in
the evaluation section.
4. Fit a GMM to the training vectors from each speed class using expectation max-
imisation.
In the synthesis step we first use the input features to find the best speed category based
on the observation probability of the GMMs from each category. Then we find the du-
ration and amplitude based on the marginal distribution of the GMM which is given by
equations (2.7) and (2.8). The warping parameters can be calculated by maximising
the likelihood using the procedure in Toda et al. (2007, 2008) (see Section 2.2.1). One
alternative, though not technically correct in terms of the original optimisation prob-
lem, is to minimise the mean square error of the prediction using equation (2.9). This
which is computationally faster as it has a closed form solution. Another option is to
generate a stochastic output by sampling from the marginal distribution. Mapping in-
puts to outputs using GMMs is called Gaussian mixture regression or simply Gaussian
regression.
Diagrammatically the input output relationship of this system is shown in Figure 5.9
and Figure 5.8. The complete procedure for synthesis past the first segment is:
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1. Determine which angle needs a new segment to be estimated
2. Create an input vector of input warping parameters as above and speech features
3. Calculate the observation probability of the three GMMs given the speech fea-
tures and warping parameters from the other angles and the previous warping
parameters.
4. Pick the GMM with the highest observation probability and calculate the marginal
distribution of the amplitude and duration.
5. Calculate the best fit for amplitude and duration by maximising their likelihood
in the marginal distribution.
6. Warp the appropriate template with the warping parameters and append onto the
trajectory for the current angle.
Note one can generate a stochastic output with the following modifications:
• Step 4: Instead of picking the GMM with the highest likelihood, we can gener-
ate a multinomial distribution from the three observation probabilities and then
sample from that distribution.
• Step 5: Rather than maximising the the marginal distribution one can sample
from it to find the warping parameters.
One could either use both modifications or just one to obtain different levels of stochas-
ticity.
5.5.1 Evaluation of Synthesis System
This section will focus on the evaluation of template - warping synthesis as it has been
presented so far. First we will present some objective results. We will then show the
results of a subjective evaluation where we compared template - warping synthesis to
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motion capture and the system proposed by Le et al. (2012). We must first discuss
some modifications that were needed so that the comparison to the Le et al. (2012)
would be fair. Additionally before the evaluation can be performed we will need to
pick some speech features. We chose to use the OpenSmile estimation of pitch and
loudness (Eyben et al., 2010), the reasons for this choice are explained below.
As previously mentioned we will be comparing template - warping to the system pro-
posed by Le et al. (2012). There are a few reasons for this. Firstly it is a state of the art
system that has outperformed other methods, including ones based on HMMs which
will be important when we show some improvements to template - warping synthesis.
Secondly the Le et al. (2012) system works in a similar manner to template -warping.
By this we mean it optimises the next part of the trajectory based only on the previous
part of the trajectory and speech features. A key difference is that our system takes into
account the position of the other angles in addition to their dynamics. To give Le et al.






t ) = argmax
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P(ϕ,θ,ψ,v,a, pt , lt), (5.15)
for all time (see Section2.3). Simultaneous optimisation of multiple variables is very
computationally expensive and thus would not be suitable for the stated goal of the Le
et al. (2012) system of having real time operation. However, once it is included it in
fact can be seen as analogous to a frame-wise version of template - warping synthesis,
and hence a fairer comparison.
Continuing in the theme of making a fair comparison between the proposed system
and the Le et al. (2012) system, the same speech features were used in both. We
followed their choice of the OpenSmile estimation of pitch and loudness (Eyben et al.,
2010). It is an open question as to how many previous speech feature samples to use in
addition to the current frame. We chose to only use the speech features at the segment
boundaries so that the Le et al. (2012) system would not be penalised for not taking
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Table 5.2: Confusion matrix for GMM based speed category recognition for all speak-
ers, columns give the prediction and rows the true value.
Slow Medium Fast Number of samples in original
Slow 81% 8% 11% 30180
Medium 47% 46% 6% 3471
Fast 67% 8% 25% 1374




Template - Warping Synthesis 0.23
Le et al. (2012) 0.21
into account the history of the speech features. In other words only one time sample of
speech features were used for estimation for both systems.
The first criteria by which template - warping synthesis can be judged is how well it can
identify the speed category. The results of this test is presented as a confusion matrix
which is shown in Table 5.2. To generate the confusion matrix the system was given
the correct segment boundaries and then it attempted to recognise the next segment’s
speed category.
A key observation from Table 5.2 is that the system does not always predict the same
category, if it did it would mean that the the input features would not have any effect
on the prediction. On the other hand it does not predict fast movements very well, it is
better at identifying medium speeds but classifies segments as slow movements far too
often.
Using the FCCA method we compared our system to the one proposed by Le et al.
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(2012). The results are given in Table 5.3. We can see that Template - Warping Syn-
thesis outperforms the Le et al. (2012) system slightly. This indicates that Template -
Warping Synthesis should produce better subjective results.
For subjective evaluation we duplicated the methodology reported in the Le et al.
(2012) paper. This was a simple A/B forced choice test (see Section 4.2.1). The types
of animation used in this test were generated from the modified Le et al. (2012) sys-
tem described above, the proposed GMM based Template - Warping Synthesis, and
motion capture for use as a baseline. For all pairs both types of animation were shown
an equal amount of times on the left and the right, in an order randomised for dif-
ferently for each participant to remove effects from the ordering bias. The audio for
both samples was the same. The participants saw each pair 10 times for a total of 30
comparisons. Each sample was between 10 and 15 seconds and cut to be at the end of
a sentence. 20 participants took part.
The results from the A/B test are given in Table 5.4. It is clear that the template based
system outperforms the frame-based system and is comparable to motion capture. In-
terestingly we obtained worse results for the modified Le et al. (2012) system than the
original paper, only being preferred to the other systems once or twice per participant.
The difference between our results and the original results could be explained by the
fact that our experiment used longer samples for evaluation. Alternatively it could be
because of the differences in the speech feature set, or the available training data.
It should be noted that when asked afterwards, participants did report difficulty in
choosing between the majority of the samples. This is one of the issues of an A/B
forced choice evaluation and affirms our recommendation for using a MOS or MUSHRA
test as they show relative levels of preference and are not winner takes all. In this case
participants stated that while the animation quality was very similar, occasionally some
movements would happen that appeared to be ‘jerky’. This description only applied
to animations from Le et al. (2012). In general, the animations produced by Basic
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Table 5.4: Percentage of times system in the row was preferred to the system in the
column in an A/B comparison. Each system was shown equal times left and right.
Condition Motion capture Template - Warping Le et al.
Motion capture 53% 99%
Basic Template - Warping Synthesis 47% 97%
Le et al. (2012) 1% 3%
Template - Warping Synthesis were considered to be more smooth. This is probably a
result of optimising over longer stretches of time than the Le et al. (2012) system, and
this slight difference gave it an edge when participants were being forced to choose be-
tween the two systems. Obviously motion capture would not appear to be jerky unless
there were tracking errors.
Despite the good results in the subjective evaluation there are a number of areas where
improvements can be made. Additionally there are some issues with the training
method that can be addressed. How we solve these problems will be discussed in
the next section, but we will identify them here.
The first problem is that the system requires prior knowledge on the characteristics of
the motion which is intuitive to humans. The speed categories are the biggest culprit.
In this case a metric was chosen that was understandable to humans i.e. the speed
of the head motion. The same requirement for prior knowledge would be true if in-
stead of grouping by speed we grouped by amplitude into small, medium, and large
motions. Instead rather than relying on what can be determined by humans, it would
be better to cluster the data in a way that is more appropriate for recognition which
would be learned from data. In other words rather than splitting based on speed, the
clusters should be chosen to minimise confusion and in a manner with minimal super-
vision. Though this has the disadvantage that the groupings may no longer be human
understandable.
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Secondly, while it was important for a fair comparison to the Le et al. (2012) system,
the choice of speech features heavily influences the performance of the system. The
speech features should be chosen more carefully as discussed in Section 2.2.4. Addi-
tionally the current method for recognising clusters with a GMM and one sample of
speech features is very simplistic. HMMs have been shown to be better than GMMs
for recognition tasks in general, and are widely used in automatic speech recognition
in particular. So replacing GMM classifiers with HMMs for recognition seems reason-
able.
The rest of the chapter will then focus on how these issues were addressed, and the
performance of the resulting system when using the methodology we established in
Chapter 4.
5.6 Improved Template Warping Based Modelling
In this section we will discuss how we improved upon the synthesis system already
shown in Section 5.5. For clarity we will refer to the system proposed in Section 5.5 as
Basic Template - Warping Synthesis, and the system presented in this section as
Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis because here we propose an improved sys-
tem which based on a hierarchical model with three layers.
In the hierarchical model the lowest level predicts the template warping parameters:
duration and amplitude, the second level picks which cluster to use, and the third level
biases the transitions between clusters. To relate it to an analogous HMM based speech
recognition model, the middle layer would be the set of HMMs, and the higher level
would be the language model. This particular combination of multiple layers with
different purposes is part of the novelty of our system.
The middle and top layers of Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis are there to
reduce the high levels of confusion that was found with Basic Template - Warping Syn-
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Figure 5.10: Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis parameter selection dependen-
cies and purpose and types of model used in each layer for head motion synthesis









































Figure 5.11: Synthesis and training process for GMM based template - warping head
motion synthesis; blue lines indicate that those dependencies are used for training only
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thesis. The lower level in Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis provides a direct
link between the speech features and the output using Gaussian regression like in Basic
Template - Warping Synthesis. All of this should provide a better model of the prob-
abilities needed for solving the optimisation problem in (5.13). To help clarify the
following explanation we have included Figure 5.10 which shows the dependencies of
each layer, the purpose of that layer, and the type of model used in that layer of the
hierarchy.
As mentioned the lowest level of the model is similar to the originally proposed Basic
Template - Warping Synthesis in that GMM regression will predict the amplitude and
duration. The difference here is that only one GMM will be picked which we will
refer to the cluster GMM. Then the prediction from that regression used. While in
Basic Template - Warping Synthesis GMMs were able to give fairly good predictions
for the warping parameters, and hence can still be used at this stage. Additionally
GMMs are fast to train and run quickly, so the fact that they are able to provide good
predications means that it is suitable to keep using them. However, the confusion of
picking the correct GMM was too high in Basic Template - Warping Synthesis. Hence
we introduced the other two layers of the model.
With the second layer and top layer of Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis we
wish to reduce the confusion of the GMM selection. One way is to use ASR based
techniques in the middle layer to recognise which GMM we should be using. The
other is to cluster the GMMs used for regression in an unsupervised manner that the
middle layer would find easier to recognise. For this process we clustered using K -
nearest neighbours, but instead of only taking duration into account we use the entire
set of input and output that is being used for regression i.e. both the speech features and
the warping parameters from all angles. This should result in a clustering which will
have lower confusion. The disadvantage of including all of the features is is that the
clusters will no longer have a meaning understandable to humans. In this application
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this lack of a human meaning should not be an issue.
To further improve the cluster recognition the higher layer was also added. In essence
this is an ergodic HMM that controls the likelihood of changing from one cluster to
another. This has the effect of controlling the slightly longer term trajectory while the
middle layer’s HMMs control the short term motion. In the final structure each of the
HMMs from the second layer is tied to a state, and the cluster selection is dependant
on both the observation probabilities of the HMMs for each of the clusters and the
transition probabilities from the top level HMM. An important difference between the
two layers is the middle layer is a left - to - right HMM, as these is often used in speech
recognition and synthesis, while the top layer is an ergodic HMM, so that each cluster
can be selected after any other cluster. This would be analogous to an HMM based
language model.
Rather than implement our own HMM training and synthesis systems, we used the
library of tools called The HMM-based Speech Synthesis System (HTS) (Black et al.,
2007) which is a modification of The Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK) 1. These
systems are widely used in speech technology research and are available for free on-
line.
The next three sections will cover some of the details of this modelling process. First
we will discuss at a theoretical level which techniques we are employing, then the im-
plementation details. With the implementation details we shall include some relevant
objective measures that explain the choices we made for the structure of that part of
the system. After that we will cover the synthesis and training process in greater de-
tail which we have illustrated in Figure 5.11. We will then present the objective and
subjective evaluation done according to the recommendations in the previous chapter.
As even Basic Template - Warping Synthesis outperforms the system proposed by Le
et al. (2012) and their system outperformed several HMM based systems, there was no
1http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/
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need to compare back to other HMM based systems. This is provided that Hierarchical
Template - Warping Synthesis outperforms Basic Template - Warping Synthesis.
5.6.1 Clustering
As mentioned previously using human understandable clusters of head motion, such
as the fast, medium, and slow speeds from Basic Template - Warping Synthesis, is de-
sirable, but may reduce cluster recognition accuracy. Instead a machine learning based
clustering that takes into account all the input and output data should increase recogni-
tion accuracy. However, there are numerous problems associated with clustering. The
three that must be addressed here are the clustering method, the number of clusters,
and the distance measure. Seeing as there are many clustering methods it is best to
pick one that is reasonable, and if it does not improve results then try another.
One of the easiest methods to implement and understand is k-means clustering. In this
method the data is divided into a predetermined number of clusters, k, hence the name.
The following explanation is adapted from (Izenman, 2013, pp. 423 – 424).
The general procedure is to first determine k ‘centroids’ in the data. A centroid is the
mean vector of the data that was assigned to the cluster. Centroid initialisation is often
done randomly. Here lies one of the problems of k means, the initialisation heavily
affects the quality of the output. This is because k means tends to find local optima.
The optimal clustering is the one that minimises the maximum distance from a centroid
to any of the cluster’s data points. There are many ways to mitigate this, for example
initialising the centroids to divide the range evenly or trying multiple initialisations
sometimes called Monte - Carlo sampling. This is the approach we used.
Once the centroids have been chosen each data point is assigned to the cluster that
minimises the distance of the new point to the centroid. Euclidean distance is the most
common distance measure, and was the one chosen for the seminal paper (MacQueen,
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1967), but other methods are possible. As it is common practice we chose to use
this measure. If there had been no improvement using clusters found using Euclidean
distance then other distance measures could have been tried.
The next step is to re-estimate the centroid’s position. This is done by finding the mean
position in the cluster of all the assigned data, which is why it is called k-means. There
are some modifications where the data points are weighted in the mean calculation.
The assignment and update steps are repeated until convergence
5.6.2 Cluster Recognition
HMMs are a popular machine learning method used for speech recognition. The clus-
ter recognition step of Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis is in essence a type
of speech recognition. Thus it is probable that using HMMs would increase the accu-
racy of the cluster recognition compared to GMMs as they have done for ASR.
In speech recognition and syntheses it is very common to use left - to - right HMMs
(see Section 2.2.2) because of they have a higher dependency on temporal ordering than
ergodic HMMs. Though technically left - to - right HMMs are a special case of ergodic
HMM, the increase in temporal ordering dependence comes from the initialisation, not
the limits of the model.
In a left - to - right HMM transitions to previous states are not allowed. This means that
the state sequence can be thought of as the mean trajectory through the data that the
model was trained on. On the other hand ergodic HMM the state means and variances
are not forced to follow the mean trajectory of the training observation sequences be-
cause any sequence of state is allowed. A simple example to explain the difference
would be: Given the input is a single sinusoid, a left - to - right HMM would be forced
to discriminate between a peak then a trough, and a trough then peak, while an ergodic
HMM may not find a difference depending on the initialisation and number of states.
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We gain a large advantage by switching to HMMs to recognise clusters. A GMM
operates on a fixed number of variables, and does not take into account any previous
observations, i.e. it is trying to recognise a cluster based on a fixed snapshot in time. In
this application the GMM would have to use a fixed number of speech feature observa-
tions, in other words it would have to take a fixed window in time of speech features,
for instance only the last 10 samples. An HMM on the other hand can take into ac-
count any amount of observations, so in this application we can recognise based on a
changed number of samples relative to the length of the segment.
Because one can calculate the observation probability of an arbitrary length sequence
they are a powerful tool when the sequence length is variable. In speech recognition it
is difficult to find segment boundaries in the input data, and hence the need for language
models. On the other hand in template - warping synthesis (or for that matter speech
synthesis) we have the advantage of having the segmentation being generated at the
same time as the trajectory. For template - warping synthesis if we treat the system as
causal (output is not dependant on future values), either a fixed window length, or all
of the speech features observed during the previous template can be used as the signal
over which the observation probabilities are calculated. If it is not causal then the
predetermined end point is lost, but the start should still be dependent on the previous
segment.
At a simple level, in speech recognition, HMMs are used by building a bank of HMMs
each trained on different speech segments, for example phones or word. Then at recog-
nition time the HMM bank picks the model with the highest observation probability
for a segment of audio. That audio is recognised as having the same meaning (phone
or word) as the HMM that had the highest probability. We can take a similar approach
for cluster recognition by training a different HMM for each cluster of warping param-
eters and speech features and then at synthesis time finding the HMM with the highest
observation probability given the input speech features.
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As mentioned before, the segmentation is very difficult in speech recognition. A lan-
guage model helps determine which segments are likely to follow each other, which in
turn limits the search space. In our system because we have reduced the search space
already by only having a few clusters, a full language model is not necessary. Also
as mentioned previously there is a natural segmentation, so that is not needed from a
language model either. However, a more simple “language model” than is used in ASR
should help to reduce the confusion as some models are more likely to follow others.
In our system we used a very simple language model analogue. An ergodic HMM
was trained for each angle separately to create a bias in the cluster selection process.
Because this in essence means that we have an HMM whose state observation prob-
abilities are governed by another HMM we have created a hierarchical HMM (Fine
et al., 1998). Additionally because the HMM for each angle is separate it is a parallel
system.
This hierarchical and parallel system vastly reduces the training space. Because the
angles are estimated separately there are far few conditions to train for and thus we
avoid the curse of dimensionality. For example if there are only three clusters like
fast, medium, and slow, and all the angles are estimated together, one would need 27
different models to represent every combination of clusters. On the other hand by
treating the angles separately we only need 9 models. In fact for k clusters, a united
system needs k3 models for three models, while the structure we propose only needs
3k.
5.7 Implementation Details
In the following sections we will discuss the implementation details that were chosen
for the synthesis system. Additionally we will discuss what objective test were used
to guide the decisions, and give the results where appropriate. Objective scores were
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calculated by leaving one sample out of the training and then calculating the error on
the left out sample. This was then repeated so each of the five samples from each
speaker was left out once, a technique known as multiple cross-validation.
As a side note the systems in this research were predominantly implemented in Python
2.7.3. GMMs modelling was implemented with Sci-kit learn a Python module for
machine learning (Pedregosa et al., 2011). The Hidden Markov Model Toolkit (HTK)
is a library of software tools for HMMs, a modification of the library is The HMM-
based Speech Synthesis System (HTS) (Black et al., 2007), this was used for the HMM
based parts of the system. As before OpenSmile (Eyben et al., 2010) and Poser 2 were
used for speech feature extraction, and animation respectively. Most of the statistical
analysis was done using the Scientific Python module 3.
5.7.1 Speech Feature Selection
Previously we have discussed that there are many potential speech features to use for
head motion synthesis. Initially when comparing to Le et al. (2012) it was most appro-
priate to use the same features as they specified in their paper. Now it would be better
to chose the speech features that best match our system.
Considering the vast array of speech features available and that any combination could
be used it is important to select only a few. In Section 2.2.4 we covered some of the
options available. In this research we wanted to find the features with the highest
correlation to head motion. To that end we considered the correlation of MFCCs, F0,
Energy, LSPs, another form of LPC called Log Area Ratios (LAR), and predicted EMA
values. We also included the first derivatives.
The author of this thesis collaborated on the research published by Ben Youssef et al.
2http://my.smithmicro.com/poser-3d-animation-software.html
3http://www.scipy.org/
The work on speech feature selection was previously published in (Ben Youssef et al., 2013a), the
author assisted with the implementation, testing and writing of the paper.
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(2013a) in this area. We found that EMA features predicted by HMM based speech
inversion had higher correlation with head motion than standard speech features, such
as MFCCs. This was confirmed using multiple speakers from the dataset published
by Richmond et al. (2011) which had ground truth for the EMA features, head motion
and audio. This makes sense as the head will move to reduce stress on the articulators
(McClave, 2000). Thus we will use them as the speech features for our system.
5.7.2 Clustering
In our implementation of k-means clustering we chose to follow common practice and
use Euclidean distance, and unweighted means. To form the feature vector we chose
to use a few samples of the acoustic features prior to the change. Because we wanted
to use Euclidean distance the number of acoustic points had to be fixed.
As has already been stated we clustered based on the warping parameters and the
speech features, in this case predicted EMA features. For the speech features we used
the 10 previous samples before the transition. As the dataset is sampled at 100 Hz
and the speech features and the motion capture frames were synchronised this means
that 100 ms of speech was being used to cluster, we we considered to be more than
sufficient based on our experience with head motion synthesis.
To determine the number of clusters there are a number of approaches. We chose to use
the approach presented by Hamerly and Elkan (2003) called G-means. This algorithm
assumes that the data exists in Gaussian distributed clusters, and tests for how well
it fits this assumption. This test is highly appropriate as we will be fitting GMMs to
perform the regression using the data from each of the clusters.
The G-means test was run on all the segments from all the angles separately, and
on all the speakers separately. The results were that either three or four clusters are
appropriate depending on the angle and speaker. To simplify implementation we used
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Table 5.5: Example cluster information for warping parameters using k means clustering
and taking into account the speech features. Note that clusters 2 and 4 are similar
despite objective measures showing that there should be four clusters in the data.





four clusters for all angles and all speakers. Apart from having a slightly more complex
model than needed there is no real disadvantage to using only one more cluster.
In Table 5.5 we give an example of the warping parameter means for the segments as-
signed to the different clusters. This example is from one speaker, and one angle. This
example was chosen specifically because the G-means test showed that there should be
four clusters here. What is important to note is that while there is not much difference
between Clusters 2 and 4 in terms of their warping parameters. However, the clustering
showed that once you take into account the speech features these are distinct groups
of segments, and thus the system will be able to predict the warping parameters more
easily if they each have their own cluster.
5.7.3 Gaussian Regression
When training the GMMs we need to determine how many mixture components are
needed. A very common method is by minimising the BIC as defined in Section 2.2.1.
In Figure 5.12 we have plotted the BIC for different structures of the GMM, we have
also included different covariance structures. This is the mean BIC from all the speak-
ers and angles. From the figure there is not much difference between number of mix-
ture components, though the covariance has a large impact. Nevertheless the BIC is
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Figure 5.12: Bayesian Information Criteria for different GMM structures calculated on
all available segments.
minimised at four components. This confirms our choice of four clusters above.
In this particular case we are training the GMMs in separate clusters and the number
of clusters was specifically chosen by the G-means algorithm so that the data points in
each cluster have a Gaussian distribution. Thus we will only use one mixture compo-
nent in each of the regression GMMs.
For each cluster we wish to train a GMM. We chose a Monte-Carlo approach when
training the GMMs to avoid local optima. In this approach the GMMs are initialised
multiple times at random and the best GMM is used. In this case each GMM was
initialised 100 times.
To check that the GMMs were in fact able to predict the warping parameters we calcu-
lated the RMS error of the predicted duration and amplitude given the correct cluster.
To check that the speech features were in fact having an impact we calculated the error
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Figure 5.13: Prediction error for different offsets in time, Seg refers to whether the
segment is rising (0) or falling (1), WP refers to which cluster is being used. The dashed
line is the error calculated for inputs held at zero. Note that different subfigures refer to
different clusters.
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if the speech features were out of sync by a few samples. We also calculated the error
for when the inputs were held at zero. Six sample clusters are shown in Figure 5.13.
This figure was generated from a single speaker and angle, as it would be difficult to
find compatible clusters between speakers and angles. Other speakers and angles do
follow similar patterns though.
As we can see in Figure 5.13 the speech features do have an effect. However, some
clusters are more predictable than others. We can see the predictability of each cluster
because each of the subfigures show the results of this test for a different cluster.
There does not seem to be a pattern as to which clusters will have predictable warp-
ing parameters, based on the warping parameters themselves, nor when including the
speech features. The mean of the distance between the segments and the centroids of
the clusters, which is an approximation of how well the data fitted the clusters, also
does not seem to correlate (ρ < 0.1 for all samples) to predictability. We measured
predictability by calculating the peak decrease in RMS error. Despite this the GMM
regression still provides no worse predictions than noise and performs better than noise
most of the time.
5.7.4 Cluster Recognition HMMs
Like the regression GMMs there are several factors to consider when designing HMMs.
These include the structure of the covariance matrix (full or diagonal), the number of
states, and the structure of the transition matrix. As there are too many combinations
to show the detailed results for, we are only going to show the evaluation results for
the final structure. First though we will discuss how we decided upon the structure.
While it would be technically possible to train completely different structures for each
angle, and each template, this makes it impractical to do this analysis. Each training
takes several hours and considering the amount of features that must be fixed it was
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decided that all templates and angles would have the same structure. As such the
results were calculated as the mean of the results from all angles and templates. To
make the clusters comparable between the templates, angles, and speakers we indexed
the clusters so that Cluster 4 had the most segments in training and Cluster 1 had the
least. Another method would be to find the most similar clusters. However, we thought
that seeing as the purpose of these HMMs was to distinguish between the clusters, it
would make more sense to index the clusters so that it would always be more important
to predict Cluster 4 correctly as that should be the one that was observed the most often.
With regards to the number of states, we examined the total confusion from three to ten
emitting states. Three states is the lowest meaningful amount to use, and well before
ten states the results had stopped significantly changing. The results did improve with
the inclusion of more states, however, beyond four states the confusion matrices had
stabilised. To be safe we chose to use five states. For simplicity we kept the number of
states in the middle layer and top layer the same.
As mentioned previously we need to use a left-to-right HMM to recognise the clusters
in the middle layer, and an ergodic transition matrix in the top layer. As the top layer
has a multi-modal distribution for observations it is not meaningful to discuss its co-
variance matrix, as it does not have one. On the other hand the lower layer has GMMs
to describe the observation probabilities. It is standard practice in speech recognition
to use diagonal covariance and so we tried both diagonal and full covariance. The
difference in recognition accuracy was not large, but the full covariance significantly
slowed the training and synthesis and so diagonal covariance was used. The speech
features were the same as those used for the regression, but instead of using a fixed
window of speech features each of the HMMs were trained in a manner more similar
to speech recognition, each observation was one frame of speech features and their first
and second derivatives, and the current warping parameters of the other angles. The
observation vector length was over the entire previous segment.
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The final confusion matrix is given in Table 5.6 which we can compare to Table 5.7.
Table 5.7 is the confusion found by just using the observation probability of the re-
gression GMMs alone, which in effect is Basic Template - Warping Synthesis. We see
that there is an improvement in accurately predicting Clusters 3 and 4, which are the
clusters with the most segments in the source data, and so are arguably the most impor-
tant to correctly recognise. While the prediction accuracy for the other two clusters is
lower compared to the GMM recogniser they are less frequent in the data. Also despite
having higher confusion on Clusters 1 and 2, the HMM based classifier still predicts
the correct cluster most of the time.
5.8 Synthesis Process
At synthesis time the procedure for Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis remains
similar to Basic Template - Warping Synthesis before the cluster recognition improve-
ments. We pick a cluster based on the observation probability of the HMM cluster
recognisers, biased by the transition probabilities of the top level HMM. In other words
we do a Viteribi decoding with the observation probabilities dictated by lower level
HMMs.
Once the cluster and template are chosen the regression GMM can be used to find
the warping parameters. As before we find the marginal distribution of the regression
GMM given the speech features and warping parameters of the other angles at the point
of change and then either calculate the warping parameters that maximise the marginal
likelihood, which is theoretically correct, or sample from the resulting distribution,
which results in more varied head motion that should still be synchronised with the
speech features.
Once the warping parameters for the template are chosen the synthesiser does an am-
plitude and time warp on that template and appends it onto the trajectory of that angle.
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Table 5.6: Warping parameter cluster confusion matrix for HMM based classifier. Clus-
ters are arranged in increasing order of amount of segments in source data.
0 1 2 3
1 57.3% 5.4% 8.3% 28.9%
2 10.5% 51.5% 10.7% 27.3%
3 4.9% 2.2% 67.2% 25.7%
4 7.0% 0.0% 0.0% 93.0%
Table 5.7: Warping parameter cluster confusion matrix for GMM based classifier. Clus-
ters are arranged in increasing order of amount of segments in source data.
1 2 3 4
1 64.5% 35.0% 0.6% 0.0%
2 9.5% 89.7% 0.8% 0.0%
3 2.7% 39.9% 57.4% 0.0%
4 7.0% 56.3% 1.4% 35.2%
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The system then proceeds to find the next point of change in any angle and calculate
the warping parameters for at that point of change, then does the amplitude and time
warp again to the trajectory using those warping parameters and appending it to that
angle’s trajectory. This process is then repeated until the end of the speech sample.
In practice it is slightly easier to actually work to one sample before the point of
change, as this does not affect the distribution significantly and there is no need to
take into account the unlikely but not impossible circumstance of two angles changing
simultaneously. At the start of the synthesis process we used the mean starting pa-
rameters from the dataset to initialise the trajectory. This system is causal like Basic
Template - Warping Synthesis and so is still suitable for a live agent, though on a lap-
top it is slightly slower than real time to synthesise the trajectory and render the avatar
using Poser. This means that currently a powerful desktop with a graphics accelerator
would be needed. Obviously as computers advance in power this will no longer be a
concern.
5.8.1 Example
The theoretical explanation above covers the process in an abstract, general way. To
assist with understanding the synthesis process the following subsection will cover
an example. Though Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 should also assist. We will assume
that part of the trajectory already exists. This situation is illustrated in Figure 5.14,
where the black circle indicates the position in time we need to estimate the warping
parameters for the trajectory of the blue angle.
At this point the Viterbi decoding algorithm is used with the cluster recognition HMMs
(middle layer) to determine the observation probabilities of each cluster. This will take
into account the warping parameters of the trajectories of the other two angles at this
time point, the previous warping parameters of the red angle, and the speech features,
as indicated in Figure 5.15. The top layer then is invoked to bias the selection of which
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Figure 5.14: Initial trajectory, black circle indicates the point at which the next warping
parameters are needed
cluster is to be used.
If we were using Basic Template - Warping Synthesis, the cluster with the highest prob-
ability from the regression GMM would be selected. The warping parameters are then
estimated from this GMM.
Once the cluster is chosen, warping parameters are estimated from the regression
GMM. This is done by finding the marginal pdf of the warping parameters with equa-
tions (2.7) and (2.8), then either maximising the likelihood or sampling from the marginal
pdf. As the previous template of that angle was an upwards movement, the next tem-
plate would be the downwards motion. The down template is warped and appended
onto the trajectory. This results the trajectory shown in Figure 5.16.
Now the system will move onto the next point where warping parameters must be
estimated, this is the circled point on the red angle’s trajectory in Figure 5.17. This
whole process is then repeated until the end of the speech feature trajectory.
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Table 5.8: Mean Forced CCA results for synthesis systems.
Condition FCCA Score
Motion capture 0.33
Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis 0.29
Basic Template - Warping Synthesis 0.23
Head motion shaped noise 0.09
Table 5.9: Mean Opinion Scores for different synthesis systems, rescaled for each sub-
ject to a 0 to 1 scale.
Condition Score
Motion capture 0.57
Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis 0.53
Basic Template - Warping Synthesis 0.52
Head motion shaped noise 0.39
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Figure 5.15: Trajectory with input information highlighted, warping parameters from red
and green angles, and speech features in black
Figure 5.16: Trajectory after next template has been appended
5.9 Evaluation
To evaluate the method we first trained several speaker dependant models that each left
out one of the trajectories for that speaker, then repeated for all speakers. Using these
models we synthesis the trajectory that was omitted during training for that speaker.
We then conducted an objective and a subjective test for both Basic Template - Warping
Synthesis and Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis. Recalling that Basic Tem-
plate - Warping Synthesis outperformed other state of the art systems, including ones
based on HMMs we felt it was only important that Hierarchical Template - Warping
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Figure 5.17: Next point at which warping parameters need to be estimated, black circle
on red trajectory
Synthesis outperformed Basic Template - Warping Synthesis.
For objective evaluation we performed the Forced CCA method proposed in Sec-
tion 4.3. The acoustic features used were the predicted EMA features as these were
the ones used for training. As has already been stated they have higher correlation than
other speech features. The mean results of the FCCA tests on each of the samples are
given in Table 5.8. Which shows that Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis has a
closer match to the original motion capture Basic Template - Warping Synthesis, and
both are better than head motion shaped noise.
We then conducted the subjective evaluation in the same manner as recommend in
Section 4.2. The types of motion used in this test were motion capture, Hierarchical
Template - Warping Synthesis, Basic Template - Warping Synthesis, and head motion
shaped noise. Two speakers were chosen at random for this evaluation, one male and
one female. A total of ten samples were used for the training phase, four for each
type of synthesised motion and six motion capture samples. Then 32 samples were
evaluated, eight samples of each motion type. The order was randomised differently
for each participant.
For this evaluation 24 volunteers were recruited who performed the test at home. As
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our previous tests showed that once normalised the demographics we had tested against
did not affect the results, they were not gathered. The scores are given in Table 5.9.
5.10 Analysis and Discussion
In the proposed system we have treated head motion synthesis as an optimisation prob-
lem. Under this basic assumption we have moved from trying to solve for the ideal
trajectory at every point in time to a system that treats each angle individually, though
not independently. The system predicts small segments of data rather than building the
trajectory frame by frame. The advantage of dealing with each angle individually is
that it reduces the degrees of freedom of the model in a way that does not impact on
the final result.
Our rule based method for segmentation removes the need of manual annotation, while
still restricting the motion in a reasonable manner. When encoding with the templates
that were generated we have a very small error. Template selection was driven by
data in terms of number, but in the end were hand crafted based on observation of the
trajectories that make up the clusters in the data. By using these templates of motion
we can reduce the number of parameters that need to be generated for a segment of
the trajectory T samples long from 3T to 6 warping parameters that will describe the
whole motion, noting that T is mostly much greater than 6.
Using the past warping parameters and acoustic features allowed us to build a synthesis
system based on GMM regression. By splitting the segments into clusters we can more
accurately predict the warping parameters. While we tried hand crafting the clusters
based on the speed of the motion, we found better objective results based on clusters
that were learned from data.
To improve cluster recognition we moved from a simple GMM based system which
we called Basic Template - Warping Synthesis to a hierarchical HMM based model we
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called Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis. Hierarchical Template - Warping
Synthesis was better able to predict the clusters that each segment belonged to, and
unlike Basic Template - Warping Synthesis, Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthe-
sis always predicted the correct cluster more often than any other single cluster. In fact
it was correct the majority of the time.
By adding the HMM to the system we have in effect added a language model like those
used in speech recognition. The use of a head motion language model should help to
improve system reliability compared to other state of the art systems. While an HMM
is a very simple language model, there are not many types of head motion to chose
from in this system. Thus the HMM should be adequate for head motion synthesis in
this case.
Using our objective measure of the final synthesised trajectories rather the components
of the systems, both Basic Template - Warping Synthesis and Hierarchical Template -
Warping Synthesis showed promise. Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis did
outperform Basic Template - Warping Synthesis as expected from the improvements
in cluster recognition. Furthermore, both Basic Template - Warping Synthesis and Hi-
erarchical Template - Warping Synthesis were able to outperform head motion shaped
noise and actually showed dependence on the speech features. This test is often over-
looked, but it provides confidence that the synthesised trajectory will be synchronised
with speech.
Ultimately the most important test is a subjective one. We carried out the test as per
the guidelines from the last chapter. Part of the subjective testing was to compare to
another state of the art system. Because we wished to limit the number of comparisons
being done at once we only compared the state of the art system with to Basic Tem-
plate - Warping Synthesis. Basic Template - Warping Synthesis outperformed the other
system and had similar performance to motion capture in a direct A/B forced choice
test.
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Once it was established that Basic Template - Warping Synthesis would outperform
a system that itself had outperformed other HMM based systems it was no longer
needed to compare Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis with the other system.
This reduced the number of conditions we were testing against, bringing the length of
test down to a reasonable level.
In this final evaluation it was shown that despite the fact that Hierarchical Template -
Warping Synthesis outperformed Basic Template - Warping Synthesis in objective
tests, the results of a subjective test show no real difference in preference. It is im-
portant to note two things. The first is that Basic Template - Warping Synthesis is
already comparable to motion capture, and hence there is not much room for improve-
ment. Secondly the fact that Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis system per-
forms better in objective measures indicates that it would probably be more consistent
in obtaining good results with other speakers.
It might also be the case that the limits of the presentation may be obscuring the differ-
ences in head motion quality. If participants are too distracted by the black box, or the
quality of the rendering, they may not be able to tell the difference in the naturalness of
the head motion. However, as was discussed, it would be impossible to add in lip syn-
chronisation and / or eye movement without loosing confidence that any improvements
in a subjective evaluation would be because of changes to the head motion. Though
this does imply that Hierarchical Template - Warping Synthesis may perform better as
part of a system with eyes and lips than Basic Template - Warping Synthesis, as the
objective results show that it should be closer to the original head motion.
As a final note, we suspect that the improvements our synthesisers show is due to the
fact that we have included speech features at every step of the way. Whereas other





In this thesis we have presented three contributions to the field of head motion syn-
thesis. We have explained how we gathered a large corpus of data, and performed
some analysis on this dataset. We have shown the basis of our recommendations for
both subjective and objective testing methodology. We have also described and tested
a new system for head motion synthesis.
In the following sections we will present some conclusions that we have drawn based
on the findings in the rest of thesis. We will also speculate as to what future work could
be done based on the research we have conducted and then presented in the thesis.
6.2 Data Collection
We have collected one of the largest publicly available corpora of motion capture of
the head and upper body, synchronised with speech. In this thesis we explained the
collection methodology. We also gave the demographic information of the participants
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and the basic statistics.
What we found when examining the data is that read speech has greater variation than
free speech. We also found that there is a dependence on the task in the motion. In other
words samples of free speech are more similar to other samples of free speech than to
samples of read speech, and the same holds true for read speech samples compared to
free speech samples. However, this was overshadowed by the speaker dependence. By
this we mean that samples were more different between speakers than between tasks.
Though when considering samples from only one speaker the task dependence was
still observed. This supports our assertion that head motion is task dependent.
Interestingly the difference between the speakers does not seem to correlate much with
speaking rate. Though there is some dependence, it is not very significant.
6.3 Evaluation Methodology
There are two types of evaluation methodology that were examined in this research:
subjective and objective. The more interesting is subjective evaluation as this is the
metric that reflects how end users will react to the synthesised head motion in practice.
On the other hand objective testing is still important as it is far more cost effective to
run objective testing when determining the effect of changes to synthesis systems.
In this thesis we provided our motivation for using a modified version of a MUSHRA
test in place of an A/B comparison. This is primarily to address the issues of deter-
mining exactly how good the relative quality is, rather than just a binary ‘better’ or
‘worse’ decision. The need for increasing the detail in the results was particularly em-
phasised when comparing our new model to the state of the art. While participants
informally reported that the quality was only a little better, the test results implied that
the improvement using the new system was vast. By combining with methodology
from MOS testing, we were able to develop a version of MUSHRA testing that can
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be used for evaluating head motion synthesis. This MUSHRA test gives a much bet-
ter indication of the relative performance of multiple systems. In this case the stimuli
are animations of the different types of head motion. For the adapted version of the
MUSHRA test only one stimulus is shown at a time along with a reference, but among
the stimuli are reference and anchor samples.
When we examined subjective testing we looked at a few factors that could bias the re-
sults. The first was the type of rendering used for animation. Our experiments showed
that people were able to distinguish between the original motion capture and head
motion that was completely desynchronised from the speech. Participants gave more
consistent results when using realistic models than when using either untextured but
realistically shaped 3D models or silhouettes. We also found during MOS tests that
the 10th through 40th samples were the ones that gave the most reliable difference and
that a reference sample should be provided. Finally we found that participants did not
need to be native speakers and that the evaluation could be carried out online.
With regards to objective measures, we found that the current practice of using Canoni-
cal Correlation Analysis (CCA) is not suitable for evaluating synthesised head motion.
Instead we proposed a modification to the CCA process that gives objective results
that are lower when not evaluating the original motion capture and gave the lowest
results when evaluating noise. We called this analysis technique Forced CCA (FCCA).
Though at this point FCCA does not predict the results of a subjective test it does at
least give some indication if the head motion has a similar dependence on the speech
features as the original motion capture.
6.4 Template - Warping Synthesis System
With regards to our proposed synthesis systems there are a few aspects to discuss. First
we split the head motion trajectory into three parallel models, one for each angle. For
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each angle we could automatically segment the trajectory using a simple rule. We then
with clustering in a semi-supervised manner were able to reduce the segments into
a few types motion which we called templates. We were able to approximate these
templates with a sinusoidal function. With these motion templates we could amplitude
and time warp to reconstruct the original trajectory with a low encoding error. We
called the amplitude and duration the warping parameters.
We then proposed a system based on Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)s that could
predict the amplitude and time for each template based on speech features. This
involved using GMMs to determine a cluster of warping parameters and then using
GMM base regression to predict the warping parameters. This system outperformed
other state of the art systems in a subjective test. We named this approach Basic Tem-
plate - Warping Synthesis.
We then sought to improve this method by including a hierarchical Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) based method. Firstly instead of hand crafting the clusters of warping
parameters we used a machine learning based clustering technique that not only con-
sidered the warping parameters but also the acoustic features too. Then we used a bank
of Left - to - Right HMMs which were weighted by an ergodic HMM to recognise the
cluster, while still using GMM based regression to pick the warping parameters.
By including the higher level HMM into the system we have in effect created a lan-
guage model. In speech recognition a language model helps determine the likelihood
of moving from one model to another, and the higher level HMM serves that same
function. In this case, instead of recognising phonemes or words, we are recognising
the appropriate type of head motion. However, the principle of biasing model selection
remains the same. Additionally we created the ‘language’ for the HMM by grouping
head motion types in an unsupervised manner. This should improve performance over
hand chosen groups which use only one feature to split the clusters, as the clusters are
learned using the full feature set that the HMM will be using for recognition. Due to
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the fact the system now had a hierarchy of models we named it Hierarchical Template -
Warping Synthesis.
The use of the HMM improved the objective measures of the synthesis, but it does not
improve the subjective results. However, as it does not degrade the results, it should
still probably be included. This is because the objective tests imply that it is more
reliable. On the other hand the HMM based system is slower, so it may be that in live
systems the system that only utilised GMMS would be the better choice.
6.5 Future Work
As there are three parts to this research there are three directions that the research
could take from here. It would be interesting to capture several hours of data from
one speaker rather than the approximately 20 minutes we have from many speakers.
It would also be important to capture more types of speech, perhaps a better way to
solicit free speech could be investigated. The results of the statistical analysis would
be interesting to compare to dialogue data to see how similar they are.
In terms of the evaluation method, more work could be conducted on the subjective
testing. Firstly a true MUSHRA test could be performed on a very large screen which
would necessitate the use of a laboratory. The results from the MUSHRA test can be
compared to the MOS testing we used. Secondly one could investigate how long the
samples used for the evaluations should be.
With regards to the objective measure the next goal would be to provide a better predic-
tor of subjective evaluation results, rather than a measure that is only capable of telling
if the synthesised motion is as good as motion capture. Two possible approaches would
either be modifying FCCA further or investigating other statistical measures that can
be utilised with or adapted to multivariate temporal data.
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With regards to the synthesis system there are a few areas that would be of interest. The
first is trying to improve the subjective results to be exactly 50 % preference compared
to motion capture in an A/B test, or alternatively to have exactly the same score on
a MOS or MUSHRA test. This probably would mean that the probabilistic model
would need to be improved or changed. For instance deep belief networks are showing
promise in other speech technology research fields and might be suitable to replace the
GMM / HMM based system we used in this research.
The second avenue of improvement for the synthesis system would be to try and de-
termine the templates automatically, instead of just using cosine interpolation. This
may involve using more parameters than just the duration and amplitude. If through
a different method of clustering there are more than two templates one could pick the
template as well as the cluster with a probabilistic model. This is as opposed to the
current system which considers template choices to be equivalent to a flip - flop or
switch.
Finally the synthesis system could be tested in other domains. The immediately obvi-
ous application would be facial animation, but perhaps it would be useful to approach
completely different areas such as financial modelling with the same basic approach.
By the basic approach we mean first segment using a simple rule which is based based
on the data, then cluster the segments to find a small number of templates. Next create
a probabilistic model to predict the warping parameters of the templates, possibly clus-
tering will help improve the prediction accuracy. Throughout this procedure treat all
variables in the data stream separately but with cross dependencies in the probabilistic
model.
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6.6 Concluding Remarks
This thesis presented our research in the field of head motion synthesis. We showed a
novel approach to synthesis where we split the trajectory into parallel streams, seg-
mented with a simple rule, created templates of motion and then warped them to
synthesis new motion. We also can give recommendations as to how to conduct a
subjective test: Use approximately 30 to 40 pairs of video, ignoring the first 10, and
animate with a realistic avatar. Additionally we can state that CCA is not a suitable
measure for head motion synthesis but FCCA provides a better measure of the quality
of the output. Finally we explained how we collected a large dataset of head motion
synchronised with speech, based on this we made some observations about the nature
of the dependencies in the data. Namely head motion is very speaker dependant, and
to a lesser extent task dependent. Also the difference between speakers does not seem
to correlate strongly to speaking rate.
Overall by covering these areas we have contributed to the field in a structured and
experimentally supported manner. In doing so we not only met the original objective
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